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ABSTRACT

Stephen Guy-Bray argues that though the story of Pygmalion has taken various forms in
the nineteenth century, “it is often read as a story of artistic and sexual triumph” (447). But a
sexual triumph for whom? My thesis addresses questions pertaining to how the nude female
body is viewed on the theatrical stage by focusing specifically on the myth of Pygmalion as
presented in W. S. Gilbert’s Pygmalion and Galatea and George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion. I
argue that the image of the moving statue, especially in the melodramatic tradition of the pose
plastique and tableau vivant, creates instability for the viewer by evoking notions of human
mortality that the stone human body embodies. The portrayal of the nude female form within
paintings provides an insight into the lack of female agency within the Pygmalion myth by
highlighting the buying and selling of women’s bodies and questions of female personhood and
the performance of class.
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INTRODUCTION
When I was eighteen, I found myself standing in the British Museum surrounded by
naked men. Well, naked statues. Naked paintings. Naked men everywhere. My male classmates
giggled at each nude body we encountered as we walked through the museum. When one of our
chaperones, a favorite English teacher of mine, asked if we were ready to go, I responded, much
louder than I intended, that yes, I had seen enough phalluses for one day. Reflecting back on that
not so subtle moment in my life, I began to wonder where all the female statues where. Had I
simply blocked them out or were they just overwhelmed in my memory by the plethora of
pectorals among other things? Visiting London for the first time also gave me a new perspective
on how young we as a nation are and how culturally that makes us different from our English
brethren. Our cities are not built on Roman ruins. Statues do not fill our town squares. Statues
harken back to a time gone by. The presence of statues gives a city a sort of gravitas. The city is
old. The city is significant. These people did important things worthy of being remembered.
Whether it is posing with Lincoln in Washington D.C., protesting for the removal of Confederate
monument, or watching an episode of Dr. Who, statues are still part of the modern culture.
Perhaps the most famous statue is not entirely a statue at all but is instead a human-statue hybrid,
Galatea who blurs the line between living woman and stone statue.
Unlike the armless Venus de Milo who is emblematic of the female body in statue form
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or the Statue of Liberty who triumphantly “lifts [her] lamp beside the golden door1”, Galatea is
not a tangible object. Statues of Galatea are really just statues of a statue or representations of a
statue becoming a living woman. We cannot study her marble form for answers to how the
Greeks lived or dressed or what their standard of beauty might have been. Galatea exists in our
modern consciousness not because of her beauty but because she came to life, got off of her
pedestal, and walked. In Book X of Metamorphoses, Ovid relates the story of a sculptor who is
so disgusted by the behavior of the Propoetides2 that he shuns the company of women and
instead makes himself a maid of ivory. Pygmalion becomes obsessed with his statue that he
lavishes her with gifts of jewelry and fine clothes. Venus hears Pygmalion’s prayers, brings the
statue to life, and blesses their union. Ovid does not let Galatea speak. Her thoughts and feelings
are never discussed or considered. Galatea, while alive, is still treated like the object she was
before. Galatea may be a living woman now, but she is still not fully human. She is made a flesh
that was once stone and was ‘born’ a fully formed woman.
When considering topics for this thesis, theatre and women featured prominently in every
iteration. Landing on Pygmalion, however, happened accidentally. Perhaps it is the current
political climate that drew me to this story. Every day I turn on the evening news or open up my
social media and see that another powerful man has used that power to manipulate, harass, or
assault another woman. Another woman is added to the list of victims of men’s hubris. This
abuse and narcissism rings true with Pygmalion and Galatea as well. A man creates a woman to
his exact specifications and essentially forces her to marry him. Ovid provides Galatea with no
1

“The New Colossus” by Emma Lazarus was written to raise money for the construction of the
pedestal on which the Statue of Liberty now stands.
2
Ovid explains that Venus turns the Propoetides to stone because they refuse to worship her.
Ironically, Pygmalion prays to Venus on her feast day and she turns his stone woman into a real
woman in return.
1

dialogue. She is left completely silent. Is Galatea completely without free will? Can we consider
Galatea human if she is a statue brought to life? To what extent can we see Galatea as hostage to
Pygmalion’s love instead of a willing participant?
This Master’s Thesis focuses on theatrical adaptations of the Pygmalion myth and the
implications of portraying statues, specifically of the nude female body, that come to life on
stage, the implications of the inhuman becoming (partly) human, and the representation of
female agency and consent. The first chapter focuses on depictions of the Pygmalion myth in
both painting and literature while the second and third center on two major theatrical adaptations
featuring the Pygmalion myth- W.S. Gilbert’s Pygmalion and Galatea, an Original Mythical
Comedy in Three Acts (1871) and George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion (1912) with these primary
research questions in mind: What does the continued interest in the Pygmalion myth say about
Victorian culture? When is the nude body viewed as obscene and when is it art? How does the
act of presenting the moving statue on stage comment on the concerns about the female nude in
art and pornography? To what extent can we see the Pygmalion story as one of buying and
selling bodies? How does the representation of Pygmalion on stage differ from other genres or
forms? What can Pygmalion and Galatea tell us about Victorian theatre?
While my focus is on Pygmalion on stage in the nineteenth century, the myth is a
touchstone for plays long before. For example, Shakespeare incorporates the Pygmalion myth
into A Winter’s Tale through combination of both tragedy and comedy to reunited a fractured
family and comment on the power of the female voice. This play presents classic moments such
as “Exit, pursued by a bear” (3.3.57 s.d.) but the moment that weighs most heavily on scholars
involves the “resurrection” of the statue Hermione. The circumstances surrounding Hermione’s
resurrection or captivity provide the most interesting situation within this tragicomedy. Hermione
2

is accused of adultery and implores her husband to believe her. When he rebukes both her and
her child, Hermione faints and is removed from the stage. Paulina is the only source of
information in regards to the queen’s death and there seem to be no other witnesses to
corroborate or refute her story.
The Pygmalion plotline remains in the background for a large portion of the play and
only appears once a resolution has seemingly been reached. Catherine Maxwell notes that
Shakespeare gives the role of Pygmalion primarily to Paulina, who first “creates” the
statue, and then, acting as Venus, animates it when she sees the penitent longing of
Leontes. By placing the power of reanimation in the hands of Paulina and Hermione,
Shakespeare revises the misogyny of the Pygmalion myth. The women reassert their own
image and significance (996).
Paulina becomes Hermione’s keeper or jailer as she remains in exile and is the catalyst for their
reunion. Winter’s Tale features a plot in which the “Pygmalion ritual is repeated, with different
characters assuming the roles of the hardened image and of artist” (Rico 291). A great amount of
time passes in between Perdita’s exposure and the next act, an unusual occurrence even for
Shakespeare. The restoration of the daughter to the father fulfills the oracle’s prophecy and
allows Paulina to become part of either a cruel joke or a miracle. Paulina brings the group to her
garden and reveals the statue of Hermione. Paulina notices Leontes’ distress at seeing the image
of his dead queen and asserts that if “I had thought the sight of my poor image/Would thus have
wrought you- for the stone is mine/I’d not have showed it…No longer shall you gaze on’t, lest
your fancy/May think anon it moves” (5.3.57-58, 60-61, emphasis mine). Paulina is both the
disciplinarian and a tease. She reveals the statue only to tell the distraught king that the statue is
hers and reminds him that he could still have his wife had he not been so rash in his actions.
3

Leontes sees the statue and cries out “Does not the stone rebuke me/For being more stone than
it?” (5.3.37-38). His jealousy hardened his heart against Hermione and now the statue refuses his
emotional pleas. Paulina in her showmanship bravado declares that “I’ll make the statue move
indeed, descend/And take you by the hand. But then you’ll think–/Which I protest against– I am
assisted–/By wicked powers” (5.3.88-91). Hermione steps down from her pedestal and is
reunited with her husband and child. Everything is neatly wrapped up with a nice little bow.
However, Paulina’s assurance to the king that no magic has been used which leaves the reader to
wonder whether this ruse was voluntary on Hermione’s part or a punishment concocted by
Paulina. Leonard Barkan, in his article “Living Sculptures”: Ovid, Michelangelo, and the
Winter’s Tale”, notes the strangeness of Shakespeare’s ending:
Shakespeare’s denouement also involves him in some very high levels of improbabilityeven for the world of romance. Either Hermione died and was resurrected in marble, or
else she spent sixteen years in a garden-shed on the grounds of her husband’s palace, a
solitude broken only by daily visits from her protectress- or jailer?- Paulina, all the while
that this same worthy lady was encouraging Leontes into deeper paroxysms of grief over
having in effect killed his wife (640).
In her article “From ‘Speechless Dialect’ to ‘Prosperous Art’: Shakespeare’s Recasting of
the Pygmalion Image,” Barbara Roche Rico’s argument runs along the same lines as Maxwell
saying that “Shakespeare’s use of the Pygmalion myth seems both to reflect and challenge
Elizabethan distaste for the image” (288) and noting that “during much of the Renaissance the
Pygmalion myth seemed to offer less a portrait of the artist than a warning about the power of
women and of art” (285). Rico focuses on the reflexive qualities of the story by first examining
the Propoetides side by side with the statue of Galatea:
4

In contrast to the Propoetides, hardened into prostitution and then into stone, the ivory
imaged is likened to snow: an analogy which both reflects the figure’s purity and
anticipates its moment of transformation, the moment of melting and softening (286).
The stone image is both dirty and pure at the same time. This shift from women as something
disgraceful to objects of affection directly plays into Leontes’ view of his wife. For a moment,
Leontes becomes Pygmalion, a man in love with a statue. However, Hermione is/was already in
love with him. She is given the choice of reuniting with her husband. Galatea’s feelings towards
Pygmalion are not always considered in this way.
Theatrical representations of Pygmalion highlight questions of consent, female agency,
and the female body as a commodity. Each play attempts to tackle the question of what it means
to be fully human as a woman but their answers to this question differ. Gilbert sees womanhood
as fundamentally tied to love while Shaw portrays womanhood as the desire to not only have
love but also a distinct but safe place within society. The Pygmalions, however, are not always
so noble. Gilbert’s Pygmalion spends a large portion of the play cheating on his wife with a copy
of her. Higgins constantly berates Eliza for acting like an animal or for not being grateful for all
he has done for her. He is somehow surprised that she runs away from him. The representations
of Pygmalion chosen for this project do not emphatically champion his actions or condemn them.
Pygmalion is allowed to be morally ambiguous. Our Galateas are not provided that luxury. Both
Shaw and Gilbert keep Galatea from Pygmalion at the end of the story. One decides to return to
her statue form while the other insists she will marry someone else3.
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See Chapter 3 for further discussion of the Eliza/Higgins problem along with Shaw’s attempt to
correct what he saw as an audience misinterpretation of his ending.
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Chapter 1: Varying Viewpoints- Many Sources, Many Angles
Chapter 1 provides cultural background for the Pygmalion story by focusing on the
portrayal of the myth in paintings, poetry, and prose, and Victorian reactions towards the
portrayal of female nudity. Theatrical representations of Pygmalion, which will be addressed in
detail in later chapters, challenge these anxieties in regards to nudity through not only their use
of specific costuming but also through their critiques of male power, the lack of female agency,
and through discussions of hypocrisy of class and its morality. Victorian apprehensions
surrounding nudity, particularly in regards to the portrayal of mythological subjects, stem from
what Essaka Joshua refers to as Pygmalion’s “carnal lust” (81) for the naked image of Galatea.
The body was seen as an object of lust and therefore, recreations of it were seen as void of
anything spiritual. This criticism of so called statue/body worship bleeds over from paintings into
representations of the myth in poetry as well. The Pygmalion myth highlights the fragile
boundaries between living and non-living, person and non-person, moral and immoral which
further plays on anxieties within Victorian society.
The portrayal of myth in paintings also features in my discussion of the tableaux vivant
and pose plastique in Chapter 2. Paintings also allow for multiple perspectives on the same
subject, whether that is through a series of paintings or an artist returning to the same subject
multiple times from multiple angles. The paintings chosen for this discussion all share similar
qualities: both feature a fully clothed Pygmalion with a nude or semi-nude Galatea; Galatea is
often shown mid-transformation, not fully stone but not fully flesh; and Galatea is always being
acted upon, whether that is by Venus, Cupid, or Pygmalion. Someone is caressing, endowing, or
reacting to her. She is never shown with a clear expression on her face. Galatea is bestowed with
life but never given the option as to what she will do with this new-found life. She is
6

immediately united with Pygmalion and, in some images, she is immediately assaulted by him as
soon as she begins to turn to flesh.
The second half of this chapter focuses on the depiction of Pygmalion within poetry and
prose. I discuss the less obvious connection between Robert Browning and Pygmalion through
his poems “My Last Duchess” and “Porphyria’s Lover”. Both poems are narrated by men who
have killed their lovers out of jealousy and find them more beautiful in death. That is the only
way the Pygmalion figure in these poems is able to control his female lover by turning her from a
living woman into an object through her death. Browning criticizes the fear of the independent
woman and draws attention to the explicit violence women face behind closed doors. Other
selected poems stem from the voice they provide Galatea. For that I turn to Emily Hickey,
Frances Sargent Locke Osgood and Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward. While the male authors I
discuss do bring interesting and sometimes contradictory viewpoints to the myth, the female
authors are the ones who decide to write from the point of view of Galatea and finally give her a
voice. This distinctive female voice reconstructs the Pygmalion myth in ways a male perspective
could not. Galatea is the one acted upon in most reiterations of the myth, so presenting her
perspective demonstrates the way female consent could and should function within a story.
Galatea is able to make the choice of coming to life herself instead of waking up to a life she did
not choose.

Chapter 2- Gilbert’s Revamped Melodrama
Chapter 2 focuses on Gilbert’s retelling of the Pygmalion myth through the lens of
melodrama and its proclivity for the use of power dynamics focusing specifically on the roles of
victim and villain and the lack of female agency within the narrative. I foreground my discussion
7

of Gilbert with the history and practice of both the pose plastique and tableau vivant. Tableaux
vivants originated as a form of in home entertainment in which partygoers would attempt to
recreate famous paintings. Poses plastiques, the offspring of the tableau vivant, took this one step
farther by not only recreating famous paintings or myths but by also simulating, for the most
part, nudity on stage. These theatrical practices created controversy through the portrayal of the
nude female body. Leaning on the discussion of nudity in art from Chapter 1, I bring into focus
the concerns in regards to nudity on the stage and show how stillness, along with some creative
costuming, grants these performances to demand recognition and legitimacy. Nudity, simulated
or otherwise, can be and was more easily obscured if it is presented under the pretext of treating
mythological subjects.
Gilbert’s addition of the character of Cynisca, Pygmalion’s wife, presents a difficult
obstacle within the traditional narrative. Not only had Pygmalion been unfaithful to his wife, his
wife also has supernatural powers that she uses to punish his infidelity. Galatea, who I have read
as victim of Pygmalion in previous representations of the myth, walks the razor thin line between
victim and villain, which culminates in what Melissa Valiska Gregory dubs the ‘penitent woman
tableau’. However, the addition of Cynisca, once again, changes the composition of the
traditional tableau. Galatea cowers at the feet of a woman instead of a man (and not just any
woman but a woman who has been wronged), as the guilty husband cowers in the corner blinded.
This power shift from man to woman not only disrupts the traditional tableau formula but also
allows for Pygmalion, who I read as the real villain in the story, to be exposed. Ellen Bayuk
Rosenman’s discussion of masochism and staged suffering enhances my reading of Pygmalion’s
so-called suffering. Pygmalion gets to live out a fantasy without truly being punished. Gilbert
allows the blame to not fall entirely on the offending woman but instead makes Pygmalion
8

accountable for his actions, though only slightly.

Chapter 3: Dirt and Dollars– Selling the Female Body
The buying and selling of the female body in Shaw’s version of the Pygmalion myth
places a high value on female virtue which in turn is intrinsically tied to a woman’s personhood
and value as a commodity. In Gilbert’s version, Galatea is to be sold to an art collector. Shaw,
instead, chooses to have Eliza’s father sell her to Higgins for £5 and not a penny more. Eliza
herself spends the first act insisting that she is only selling flowers and not herself. Eliza enters
the story as a fully formed person whom Higgins attempts to mold and bend towards his way of
thinking through his manipulation of her speech in order to pass as a member of the aristocracy.
In this chapter, Shaw’s choice of having Eliza be a flower girl immediately brings up the notion
of buying and selling, specifically the selling of the female body.
Within Pygmalion, physical cleanliness and moral purity are intrinsically linked. Physical
dirt can be seen as a sign of sexual filth. Dirt, even more so than elocution, within Shaw’s world
serves as a distinctive marker for class. Eliza’s disheveled appearance keeps the crowds at bay as
she waits out the rain under the cover of St. Paul’s. Mrs. Eynesford-Hill goes so far as to surmise
that she is actually a prostitute using the guise of a flower girl in order to solicit men. Higgins
spends a large portion of the play deriding Eliza and her upbringing even calling her “deliciously
low” and “horribly dirty”. His declaration that Eliza is ‘delicious’ only increases the sexual
overtones when he orders Mrs. Pearce burn Eliza’s dirty clothes. Eliza is viewed by Higgins, and
to a degree Mrs. Pearce, as both overtly sexual and demarcated by filth. This repulsion in regards
to the so called moral and physical dirt stems from the overcrowding of London and the spread
of the slums. Shaw’s use of the flower girl with “Lisson Grove prudery,” whose father is a
9

dustman, allows him to portray how ever present the flower girl is. She has become a staple of
the London landscape and permeates the streets as she sells her wares.
Shaw’s choice to keep Higgins and Eliza apart when the curtain drops directly
complicates the ‘Romance’ subtitle of the play. Shaw directly critiques the Cinderella ending that
the audience craves and instead chooses to illuminate why the pair cannot end up together. Even
though Higgins’ experiment proves to be successful, Eliza is only performing class and has not
really risen above her original station. She can play the part but she does not have the tools to
live the life that Higgins creates for her. Shaw even edits the text of the play to reflect changes he
saw necessary and includes a lengthy explanatory note at the end of the play relating what
happens to the characters at the conclusion of the play and, most importantly, indicating that
Eliza will indeed marry Freddy and not Higgins. In invoking the myth of Pygmalion, Shaw
encourages audiences to assume that Higgins and Eliza end up together, yet he goes out of his
way to resist and critique the romantic dynamic that drove many of the nineteenth-century
adaptations I explore in earlier chapters.

Conclusion
In her article “Icons of Desire: The Classical Statue in Later Victorian Literature”, Jane
Thomas relates a story of erotic statue love from the Erotes in which Pseudo-Lucian relates the
reaction of his companion to the statue of Venus:
In Section 15 of the Erotes, the pseudo-Lucian records his response to the statue as
respectful wonder. In addition he notes the more earthy appreciation displayed by his
hitherto impassive Athenian companion, who exclaims ecstatically on seeing Venus’s
back and especially her buttocks, which remind him of a boy’s. Lucian also describes
10

how the ‘intense strain of [one man’s] longing’ led him to give way to desire and contrive
to get himself locked into the goddess’s temple for an ‘unspeakable night of bravado’
with the statue, evidence of which is left in the form of a stain on Venus’s thigh– proof,
writes Lucian, of the ‘traumas she had been through’ (250, emphasis mine).
The “unspeakable night of bravado” not only leaves a stain on Venus’ thigh but also a stain on
the unnamed Athenian’s character. The statue could not consent to this sexual encounter, nor
should this incident have ever happened. The trauma of this Venus statue rings true today.
Women today are still struggling to have their voices heard. Consent courses are now offered in
college because simply saying ‘no’ is not seen as enough. Women at bars pretend to have
boyfriends because men only understand female boundaries when they are defined by another
man. Galatea’s trauma stems from one man’s rejection of other women but also his desire to not
be alone. This thesis hopes to note how the Pygmalion myth, when presented on stage
foregrounds as spectacle the objectification of female sexuality, the commodification of female
beauty, and the problem of and limits on female agency and consent.

11

THE INTERSECTION OF NUDITY AND POWER: PYGMALION IN VICTORIAN
CULTURE
And had she mov'd, a living maid had been:
One wou'd have thought she cou'd have stirr'd, but strove
With modesty, and was asham'd to move.
- Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book X

He knows 'tis madness, yet he must adore,
And still the more he knows it, loves the more.
–Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book X

Introduction
In Book X of Metamorphoses, Ovid, through Orpheus, tells the story of the Propoetides,
women who denied the godhood of Venus who in turn drives them to prostitution and slowly
transforms the blasphemous women into stone. After seeing the shameful ways of the
Propoetides, Pygmalion, a sculptor, shuns the company of women but ends up falling in love
with one of his own statues. Ovid states that Pygmalion’s stone maid, Galatea, looks so realistic
that an observer might think she could move; Ovid asserts, however, that she is “asham’d to
move” out of modesty. For the purpose of this thesis, I will refer to Pygmalion’s statue as

12

Galatea. Both Helen H. Law and Meyer Reinhold note that the name Galatea, in reference to
Pygmalion’s statue, does not appear in any known ancient texts and Reinhold notes that the first
widely circulated use of the name Galatea for Pygmalion’s statue wife appears in Jean-Jacques
Rousseau's scène lyrique of 1762, Pygmalion. Galatea, while not being alive, somehow already
knows what the concept of modesty is and that moving her nude body violates social mores. She
is art until she moves, then she becomes a sexual object. If motion can be seen as equivalent to
life, then Galatea’s unmoving stone body therefore embodies death. However, what happens
when something declared to be void of life or dead moves?
Our aversion to statues may stem from our fear of death and our desire for some type of
permanence. Kenneth Gross in his book The Dream of the Moving Statue states that “All statues
thus take on the look of boîte noire, a black box concealing not a soul, not a god or a demon, but
a corpse. Or rather, we might say, it conceals what is revealed by the fact of a corpse, our
decaying materiality, our being’s entanglement with alien, apparently inhuman processes or
substances, our bondage to a lifelessness we inhabit or once inhabited” (21, emphasis mine). For
Gross “the statue conceals our fear of the living body as well, our anxiety over its wastes and
sensitivities. A constructed relic rather than a victim, miming the solidity of both interior
skeleton and external armor…the corpse…is first object, the form in which we first confront our
troubled awareness of things outside us, things fading away or in exile. The statue, the second
object, becomes a way of stabilizing our relation with the corpse, with the idea of death and
taboos in sets in place. A consolation and a defense, the statue helps us keep our peace with the
living and the dead, helps keep peace between the living and the dead” (21). The human form
immortalized in stone creates both fear and anxiety for the viewer because it reminds us of our
13

own mortality. Statues outlive their makers. Statues outlast empires. The statue of Ozymandias4
still proclaims his greatness despite being reclaimed by the desert sand long after Ozymandias’
own demise.
But what about statues that move? What if these stone corpses step down from their
pedestals and move among us? Pygmalion attempts to make a wife that lives up to his ideals out
of stone. However, Pygmalion cannot make her into a living, breathing woman. For that, Venus
must intercede. This story of creation, control or lack thereof, and the relationship between the
creator and his creation will be the focus of this chapter through an examination representations
of Pygmalion and Galatea through a discussion of the destabilizing power of female nudity in
paintings and poetry before transitioning to theatre.

Nervous about Nudes: Art versus Morality and the Pygmalion Myth
Portrayals of the Pygmalion story within paintings hinge on the representation of the
nude body, especially the nude female form as both an artistic and erotic object. In her book,
Pygmalion and Galatea: The history of a narrative in English Literature, Essaka Joshua
discusses what “Victorian critics feared [most]: the ability of art to inspire lust” (81). This fear
focuses primarily on the nude female figure and the interest in particular of whether
“Pygmalion’s transformed statue had a soul or whether it was merely a body” (81). If the statue
transforms into a vessel without a soul “then Pygmalion’s love for her must be condemned as
carnal lust” and then “by extension, the Greek nude must be seen as excluding the spiritual” (81).
The lusting after something, especially the human form that does not have a soul, troubled
4

“Ozymandias”- Percy Shelley
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Victorian critics because of the pagan undercurrents of idol worship. Alison Smith in her book
The Victorian Nude: Sexuality, Morality, and Art recounts the story of worried Lord Frederic
Leighton and his worry that a painting of Venus would cause a disturbance at the Royal
Academy of Arts. Previously, other nude paintings had received multiple complaints so Leighton
was concerned that his painting Venus Disrobing might cause a similar reaction. Due to the
vertical nature of the painting and the large size of Venus herself, “Leighton was careful to
elevate the figure above the spectator as well as position the male gaze safely outside the frame”
(111). This anxiety of art awakening sexual feelings in the viewer regularly comes back to the
Pygmalion myth. William Bell Scott, Pre-Raphaelite painter, poet, and friend of Dante Gabriel
Rossetti, best sums up the Victorian fear that the viewer of art depicting the naked human body
will become Pygmalion:
If by a paganish love of the body, or a peculiar cultivation, we apprehend and fully feel
the beauty of the antique, we are in danger of sharing the infatuation of Pygmalion, or of
losing reason; of being lost in the admiration, amounting to worship (309).
For Scott, loving a statue, like Pygmalion does, leads one to strive for the perfect form as
opposed to a making the spiritual a priority over the physical and results in idol worship.
Pygmalion even “knows ‘tis madness” to love a statue and in spite of this, he “loves the more”
(Book X, Metamorphoses). Scott instructs the reader to look deeper because “moral goodness
and intellectual greatness to be often inhabitants of mean and even ugly bodies” (309) lest we
end up like Pygmalion entranced by a piece of stone. However, not all critics felt that the nude
human form should be hidden from view. Sidney Colvin in the 1869 unsigned book review “Art
and Morality” asserts that the body should be appreciated and “the overall aim of art was the
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representation of bodily beauty unfettered by moral constraints; that it was erroneous to equate
great art with a ‘good’ society, for some of the most corrupt regimes had produced in works of
genius. In proclaiming the supremacy of beauty in art, Colvin argued that true beauty was
intransitive, neither arousing nor capable of quickening desire” (Smith 113-114). Bodies in
paintings are not erotic things but rather a representation of the real world.
These Victorian concerns and apprehensions led to numerous conversations about not
only the place the nude should have within society and the art world but also whether the female
nude should be considered art at all. Joshua notes that “nudity and Hellenism were often united
in the art and literature of the period. For some, Hellenism justified nudity; for others, however,
the link between these two subjects was a cause for concern” (84). One of the primary opponents
of the depiction of nude figures (especially women) was Robert Williams Buchanan. Buchanan
focuses his discontent and wrath on Dante Gabriel Rossetti and A.C. Swinburne, among other
Pre-Raphaelite artists in what he deemed to be “The Fleshly School of Poetry”, for the lack of
moral content within in their works. The Fleshly Controversy, spearheaded by Buchanan, “was
essentially about the suitability of certain subjects (including Greek subjects) for art and
literature” (Joshua 83). Buchanan asserts that the body is solely used for erotic purposes instead
of focusing on the spiritual and moral. Buchanan does not directly sanction portrayals of Greek
art but Joshua notes that “Buchanan states openly in later works that the Greek subject has no
relevance to contemporary life and was used in such a way as to encourage too much emphasis
on the physical at the expense of the spiritual and moral” (83). Swinburne responded to
Buchanan’s criticism along with others who felt his portrayal of the body in the Greek style was
too sexual by asserting that bodies are beautiful:
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I knew that belief in the body was the secret of sculpture, and that a past age of ascetics
could no more attempt or attain it than the present age of hypocrites; I knew that modern
moralities and recent religions were, if possible, more averse and alien to this purely
physical and pagan art than to others; but how far averse I did not know. There is nothing
lovelier, as there is nothing more famous, in later Hellenic art, than the statue of
Hermaphroditus5 (366).
Hermaphroditus became both male and female and neither at the same time. His nudity is almost
neutralized by the fact he now exists outside of the gender binary. He is neither fully man nor
fully woman. The “physical and pagan art” while appreciated by Swinburne was deemed too
sexual by others.
Buchanan too turns the story of Pygmalion into a cautionary tale in the form of his poem
“Pygmalion the Sculptor”. Written before “Fleshly School”, Buchanan’s retelling gives
Pygmalion a bride before Galatea who dies the day they are to be married. Pygmalion later
believes he hears his deceased love’s voice instructing him to make a statue in her likeness to
help ease his pain. As in other versions, the statue is created, he falls in love with it and prays for
it to be brought to life, and the statue transforms. However, this Galatea is not fully realized.
Buchanan substitutes Psyche for Venus and Pygmalion mistakes his statue for Psyche. To his
horror, the statue cannot speak and behaves more like an animal than a human with “eyeballs of
the plague” (398). Pygmalion ties her up and realizes that she does not have a soul. Soon a
5

According to Ovid, Hermaphroditus, the son of Hermes and Aphrodite, was an attractive youth
who caught the eye a nymph Salmacis, who in turn, throws herself on him and prays to be united
with him forever. Their bodies merge together to form one body and Hermaphroditus prays to his
parents that any person who enters the same water will too suffer this fate (Metamorphoses,
Book IV)
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plague befalls the city and Pygmalion believes he is to blame so he not only abandons the statue
but the city as well. Pygmalion reveals that “shrieking I fled, my robe across my face,/ and left
my glory and my woe behind” (420-421). Joshua asserts that this portrayal of Pygmalion shows
that for Buchanan the “Greek icon is spiritually dead. Though conceived chastely, she [Galatea]
comes to represent the sensuality of Pygmalion, and is therefore abandoned when he repents. The
statue-woman does not live up to Pygmalion’s expectations in this scenario, and he rejects her”
(87). Buchanan’s Pygmalion reads as a warning to those who would create art that lacked
substance and favored the physical beauty of a subject over the spirituality of both the subject
and the viewer. For Buchanan, if artists continue in this manner, Pygmalion’s fate will be theirs
as well.

Painting Problems: Galatea and Nudity
The subject of Pygmalion and Galatea regularly appears within Victorian art especially in
paintings. For the purposes of this argument, the following analysis will be limited to paintings
originating in the Victorian period and their interpretation of Greek art and sculpture. The
selected paintings all feature both Pygmalion and Galatea. In every painting Galatea is either
completely nude, her genitals are the only covered aspect of her body, or she is entirely covered
in some type of garment while her breasts remain exposed. Alison Smith explains that this
draping of cloth and exposing of the breast was problematic because archaeological evidence
shows that Greek women did not “wander around in a state of semi-nudity” (119) and would
instead be covered in some variation of a dress. Joshua notes that:
The propriety of descriptions of the female body was challenged by writers on both art
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and literature. Just as art critics were discussing issues such as the extent of flesh that
could be shown without drapery, and the appropriate colours for avoiding eroticism, so
literary critics like Buchanan contest sensual and candidly written descriptions of the
female body in situations which could be perceived as indelicate (84).
Female clothing and nakedness take the forefront of all discussions in regards to nudity in
paintings. Pygmalion is always clothed whether that be in a full robe or toga. Galatea is always
placed higher in the painting than Pygmalion who is often portrayed as either eagerly touching
his statue or kneeling on the floor looking up at her. While Pygmalion may be lower than Galatea
in the painting, this is by no means an attempt to feminize him or make her more masculine.
Within paintings during the Victorian period, particularly the nudes, stereotypical gender roles
are fully enforced. Smith clarifies that the word “‘effeminate’ was a negative term only when
applied to the male body. Unlike the heroic male nude, female figures were not required to act or
think; they just had to give ‘eye pleasure’ by virtue of form and colour” (185). Galatea is always
depicted as snow white whether she is in her fully realized form or whether she is still a statue.
Smith notes that “throughout the Victorian period white was considered the appropriate colour
for the female nude with its connotations of purity, refinement, and impassivity” (121). As
Galatea comes to life, her color shifts from the cold white stone to a warm flesh tone signaling
her gained humanity. Galatea is also shown in various states of transformation6 depending on the
artist. This in between state directly reflects the Victorian belief that male and female bodies
function differently within art: “While the male body was identified with creative pursuit, the
6

In the selected paintings, Galatea is shown in an in between state of half flesh and half stone or
mid-transformation. This change begins from her head down with her feet usually still
encapsulated in stone.
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female was associated with nature–unstable and unreasoned– only capable of elevation to art via
the artist’s mediation” (185-186). Paintings of Galatea emphasize her instability by portraying
her in an in between state of flesh and stone while Pygmalion, her creator, is shown as
reasonably surprised at her transformation.
While gathering material for this project, I took note that most if not all nude portraits,
including those Pygmalion, are works done by men. Smith explains that while groups such as the
Society of Female Artists encouraged female artists to “campaign against the monopolization of
the nude in art education by male artists. However, the few women who ventured to paint and
exhibit the nude tended to abide by the conventions taught by their male mentors, presenting the
female nude as a submissive decorative being” (134). For the exploration of the pictorial
Pygmalion, the following paintings were chosen based on their thematic elements in regards to
the portrayal of female nudity, power,
especially in relation to the presence of the
supernatural, along with their representation of
the Pygmalion myth itself. The paintings are
not presented in chronological order but are
instead grouped together through their
portrayals of the myth as a whole, the depiction
of a supernatural being who bestows Galatea
with life, and the representation of motion and
emotion.
Edward Burne-Jones created two versions of

Figure 1: “The Heart Desires”
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a series of four paintings focusing on the story of Pygmalion between 1875 and 1878. The
paintings are pictorial representations of William Morris’ poem “Pygmalion and the Image”;
however, they were never published together. Burne-Jones’ paintings can be seen as highlight
reel for the poem. There are large gaps of time between the paintings but Burne-Jones attempts
to keep the story cohesive.
The first painting entitled “The Heart Desires” serves a prologue to the Pygmalion story.
In this image, we see a younger
Pygmalion looking pensive in his dark
robe. Burne-Jones flanks Pygmalion
with women in the doorway and the
three Graces in the background.
Pygmalion’s back to the door is
emblematic of his shunning of women
but the nude statues are illuminated by a
light outside of the image as a
foreshadowing of his future choices. He
may despise the live women but his
heart still desires female
companionship.

Figure 2: “The Hand Refrains”

“The Hand Refrains” painting skips forward to Pygmalion and his completed statue. Still
he does not look happy with his hand once again holding his face. The statue, like the Graces in
the previous painting, is enrobed in light to highlight the whiteness of the marble again darkly
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robed Pygmalion and the dark background.
The statue is sculpted as if she is in motion but is frozen in step. Pygmalion’s hands are
drawn close into his body and face. He seems to be contemplating touching Galatea but he also
seems to be recoiling from her. Burne-Jones presents one of the few images in this discussion in
which Pygmalion is not shown touching Galatea’s stone/living body in an overtly sexual way.
The third painting, “The Godhead Fires”, focuses on Venus’s intervention and Galatea’s
transformation. Venus arrives at
Pygmalion’s studio clothed in a sheer
fabric and surrounded by a flock of small
birds that flit around her feet. Galatea is
human from the waist up and leans on
Venus for support. Her feet are still stone
and firmly attached to her pedestal.
Neither appears to be speaking but they
stare intently into each other’s eyes.
Smith asserts that “Burne-Jones
tempers the overtly erotic overtones of the
subject by presenting Galatea in stages of
Figure 3: “The Godhead Fires”

transition between the world of image-making

and life. White and marmoreal, she is no simulacrum of living flesh; she expresses no feeling:
rather her features appear identical to those of Pygmalion, a testimony to his devotion” (200).
What Smith sees as Pygmalion’s devotion, I read as outright narcissism. While Galatea may
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share some similarities with Pygmalion, looking at “The Godhead Fires” I would argue that
Galatea and Venus look almost identical. Their faces, hair, and bodies are far too similar for this
to be mere coincidence. Galatea looks directly into Venus’ eyes, not as a child does to a mother
but rather as a person seeing their reflection
in a mirror. Perhaps Burne-Jones based
them off of the same model or Pygmalion
has based his statue off of a statue of Venus
but this attempt to recreate a goddess plays
into Smith’s notion of Pygmalion’s
narcissism: he is worthy of having a
goddess as a wife.
The final painting, “The Soul
Attains”, features a fully human Galatea
who meets Pygmalion at the door of the
home. Her expression is still locked in the
same neutral position as it was in her statue
Figure 4: “The Soul Attains”

form. Pygmalion is on the floor kneeling and

clasping Galatea’s hands. Galatea’s white body lights up the room and provides a stark contrast
between her unclothed body and Pygmalion’s dark clothing and home. Without a change in her
expression, one could even argue that she really is not happy and was intercepted by the
overjoyed Pygmalion as she attempted to escape out the front door.
What stands out the most from this series of paintings is the unchanged image of
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Galatea’s face. From her statue state to Pygmalion greeting her at the door, her face does not
shift from a neutral emotion. According to Morris’ poem, Galatea is quite expressive as she
relates Venus’ visit to Pygmalion but this is does not translate to Burne-Jones’ paintings. This
lack of emotion harkens back to Buchanan’s empty vessel Galatea. While Burne-Jones’ Galatea
is not exhibiting animal-like characteristics in this series of paintings, one cannot help but
wonder what happens after the final painting. Can Galatea speak? Is she fully human? Will she
stay with Pygmalion or choose to leave? Better yet, does she even have the faculties to consent?

Heavenly Interference: Cupid Comes Calling
Not only do the following
paintings focus on the Pygmalion myth,
they also present additional characteristics
that set them apart from Burne-Jones’
relatively subdued series of paintings: the
presence of an armed and eager Cupid and
an emotional Pygmalion. While not
mentioned in the Ovidian myth, Cupid
serves as a third character within paintings
of Pygmalion. Cupid’s arrow implants her
with sexual desire before she is even fully
Figure 5: “Pygmalion”- Gérôme, 1890 (Bridegmen Art
Library)

flesh. Jean Léon Gérôme, Louis

Gauffier, and Jacques Brunel show the armed cherub taking aim at Galatea as Pygmalion
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embraces her or as Venus bestows Galatea with life. This essentially armed assassin has his
arrow drawn in order to strike Galatea as
soon as she morphs from stone to flesh
and often times, Pygmalion has her in an
embrace as this is happening. Gérôme
portrays Pygmalion and Galatea’s
embrace from two angles, the front and
the back, with Cupid on appearing in one.
However, in both representations
Pygmalion has forced a kiss onto
Galatea’s lips and has his arms around
her naked waist. Galatea’s face, along
with Pygmalion’s, is out of focus so her
facial expression is not quite clear. Her
body language, however, says more
than her lips ever could. Gérôme has

Figure 6: “Pygmalion”- Gérôme, 1890 (Metropolitan Museum
of Art)

both versions of Galatea grabbing Pygmalion’s wrist and it appears that she is attempting to push
his arm down. Furthermore, Pygmalion’s grasp is problematic because in each image, Galatea’s
lower half is still encapsulated in stone. She is literally trapped in his embrace. She could not run
away if she wanted to.
Brunel’s and Gauffier’s versions present a similar situation but this Galatea is still
entirely stone. Brunel’s Galatea is still nude but now she has a prop: a mirror which she, still in
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her statue state, admires herself and fixes her hair. Ovid, among others, makes it abundantly clear
that the prologue to the Pygmalion myth features the Propoetides who are turned into stone for,
among other things, their vanity. In turn, Pygmalion rejects the company of women and decides
to make his own woman out of stone. Pygmalion is supposed to have created his statue in direct
defiance of the female ideal represented by the Propoetides. Therefore, we can see Galatea’s
mirror as a reflection of not Galatea’s/female vanity but Pygmalion’s narcissism. Galatea is

Figure 7: “Pygmalion” Jacques Brunel, 1838

Figure 8: “Pygmalion and Galatea”- Louis Gauffier,
1791
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Pygmalion’s manifestation of his own self-love, is a physical representation of Pygmalion’s ideal
woman, and in turn a reflection of himself. Pygmalion, an artistic Narcissus, rejects the
Propoetides’ prostitution and lack of shame. However, the fate of Propoetides is to be turned to
stone because they lose their shame and Pygmalion, ironically, makes his ideal woman out of
stone.
Gauffier presents Galatea mid-transformation with Cupid ready shoot but now Venus has
made another appearance. This Venus, much like the Burne-Jones Venus, favors Galatea in
appearance but Gauffier’s Venus is far more ethereal. She is presented in the center of the
painting, her
white body
and cloudcloth a stark
juxtaposition
to the dark
background.
Her hand
seems to
stave off
Figure 9: “Pygmalion”- Guilo Bargellini, 1896

Cupid’s shot

because Venus wants to bestow Galatea with a soul first.7 Here is where Cupid’s arrow plays a
more sinister role. Much like Brunel and Gérôme’s versions, this Cupid, too, is ready to strike
7

The butterfly over Galatea’s head is symbolic of Psyche or the soul.
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Galatea as she takes her first breath. She is bestowed with life but her mind is immediately
altered by Cupid’s arrow as her freewill evaporates.

(E)motion: The Pendulum of Pygmalion’s Feelings
While Burne-Jones presents two figures with relatively limited emotional expressions,
Gauffier, Brunel, and Guilo Bargellini depict overly excitable Pygmalions. Gauffier and Brunel
present a shocked Pygmalion who could pass for both enraptured and startled. Bargellini portrays
the most dynamic relationship between Pygmalion and Galatea. Bargellini’s Galatea is not the
demure or emotionless woman seen in previous images. She holds not a mirror in her hand but a
rose in one hand as she covers her breasts with the other, the only Galatea who seems concerned
about her nudity. She stands tall on her table with the rose in her outstretched arm reminiscent of
a tango dancer. Bargellini places his characters at not only on different elevations but also at a
great distance with Galatea standing tall in the upper left hand corner while Pygmalion cowers in
the lower right. She seems to beckon Pygmalion to come to her. It is Pygmalion who seems
apprehensive and even scared at the sight of a woman effectively changing from stone to flesh
right before his eyes. Pygmalion is forever frozen on his tiptoes perhaps a sign of how his
relationship with Galatea will be. Bargellini has captured emotion in motion; Pygmalion’s desire
brought Galatea to life but now he appears to be afraid of her and recoils from her instead of
embracing her as seen in other paintings.

Poetic Pygmalion
While representations of Pygmalion and Galatea through other mediums present their
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own perspectives, the primary focus of this project revolves around Pygmalion and literature. In
Laocoon: An Essay on the Limits of Painting and Poetry, Gotthold Ephraim Lessing discusses
whether or not poetry can be judged by the same set of standards as paintings. For Lessing, this
is impossible as poetry is able to occupy time through its use of words while paintings take up
physical space. For instance, if they wish to portray a laugh, painting will only be able to capture
the beginning with a smile, the middle with the fully open mouth and glistening teeth, or the end
with flushed face. Poetry will describe in detail the circumstances behind the laugh, whether the
laugh sounds like a bell or a goose, and whether or not the laugh can be seen as a genuine
expression of joy. While painting and poetry may have the same subject matter, they are looking
through different lens at the same scene. The lens of poetry provides additional material details
through the explicit use of words that in turn enhance the discussion of Pygmalion in Victorian
culture especially in regards to female and male desire, female agency, and Galatea’s ability to
consent.
As mentioned earlier, the Pre-Raphaelites play an important role in the discussion and
dispersion of the Pygmalion myth in Victorian England and their influence continues throughout
the century. My initial discussion of poetry will focus on the poems of T. Sturge Moore, Robert
Browning, Arthur Henry Hallam, William Hurrell Mallock, Emily Hickey, Ernest Hartley
Coleridge, and American female poets Frances Sargent Locke Osgood and Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps Ward. Each poet offers their own angle on the myth and the relationship between the
artist and the statue.
As a transition from the discussion of paintings, it seems appropriate to begin the
conversation about poems with a poem about paintings. T. Sturge Moore’s poem “From
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Pygmalion by Edward Burne-Jones” retells the Pygmalion narrative as it is seen in Burne-Jones’
series of painting which are themselves a retelling of William Morris’ poem “Pygmalion and the
Image”8. As noted earlier, Burne-Jones’ paintings were never published alongside Morris’ poem
which makes Moore’s attempt to reunite them an interesting endeavor. However, Moore’s poem
directly contradicts Burne-Jones’ paintings, especially their depiction of Galatea. Moore
describes the statue as it “stands amid the workshop dust/In proudest pose of loveliness
undressed” (7-8) but then describes her following her transformation as a “naked woman
quailing at the knees” (14). In Burne-Jones’ final painting it is Pygmalion and not Galatea who is
cringing and shaking on his knees as he holds Galatea’s hand. She does not look at him but
instead looks out into the distance as if she has no concern for the man before her. Moore seems
to be filling in the narrative gaps that exist in between the paintings themselves. There is a large
time gap in the story between the first painting featuring a glum looking Pygmalion and the
second painting that presents a full realized statue. Moore attempts to create a story from a series
of paintings which in themselves are the depiction and reduction of an earlier poem which is in
fact a representation of an even older story. Moore is sifting for things that simply are not there.
Moore’s attempt to rewrite Galatea’s reaction and thought process is troubling and will be the
subject of several poems later on in this discussion.

Warring Perspectives: The Statue vs. The Artist

8

I have forgone a discussion of Morris’ poem because my main interest centers around how this
poem translates into a series of paintings which are then reinterpreted into another poem. Poetry
and paintings present different limitations so I want to focus on how and to what extent those
limitations effect the portrayal of the myth.
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Arthur Henry Hallam, most famous for being the subject of Tennyson’s “In Memoriam
A.H.H.”, wrote “Lines Spoken in the Character of Pygmalion” a year before his death in 1833.
Hallam’s poem is in the form of a monologue that follows Pygmalion’s thought process from the
completion of the statue through the initial shock of the statue coming to life. At first, we a find a
haughty Pygmalion declaring that he is “a king, alone among the crowd” who “apart with
nature/[sits], a God upon the earth, creating/More lovely forms that flesh and blood can equal”
(10-13). Pygmalion sees himself, the artist, as a greater than both kings and gods, both a ruler
and a creator for “Jove’s workmanship is perishable clay,/But mine immortal marble” (14-15).
Man will die but art will live forever. The beautiful women of the city will grow old and perish
but his marble woman will always be beautiful (16-17). This poem does not show any sort of
interference by a higher power in regards to Pygmalion’s love for his statue. Instead,
Pygmalion’s love seems like it is actually his own idea and realization that she is indeed perfect.
Pygmalion ruminates:
“Methinks if thou wert human, I could love thee;
But that thou art not, nor wilt ever beNe’er know and feel how beautiful thou art” (21-23).
Then he turns to the divine for assistance, a complete about-face from the first half of the poem.
Pygmalion shifts from an arrogant artist to a prayerful lover who then, because the statue moves,
believes he has begun to hallucinate. The poem ends before there can be any exchange between
him and his statue. Much like the groping Pygmalions within the paintings discussed earlier,
Hallam has stolen Galatea’s voice and not allowed her to consent to this union. Hallam presents
an arrogant creator-king whose love brings the object of his affection to life while W.H. Mallock
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depicts what happens after the initial wonder wears off.
W.H. Mallock’s poem “Pygmalion to His Statue, Become His Wife” poses the question
of what happens after Galatea comes to life? The answer is less than ideal. Happily ever after is
less than happy at least for Pygmalion. “Pygmalion to His Statue”, while published in 1880, was
actually written around the time Mallock was twenty years old. The plot of the poem centers
around Pygmalion after Galatea’s transformation and their eventual wedding. Shockingly
Pygmalion declares he is no longer in love with his statue bride. The opening stanza features
Pygmalion lamenting to Galatea:
Is this then so, and have I striven in vain
To hide the change I suffer? And can you see
Everything is not all it used to be?
Yes, love, that past can come no more again.
Am I in pain, too? Good---you have read my pain,
Known it is very great. That comforts me. (1-6)
He is glad that it is obvious to his wife that he is no longer happy. Pygmalion goes on:
Can you ever know how sorrowful men's loves are?
How we can only hear Love's voice from far--Only despaired-of eyes be dear to us--Mute ivory, that can never be amorous--Far fair gold stigma of some loneliest star? (50-54)
For Pygmalion “mute ivory, that can never be amorous” is more desirable than the flesh and
blood woman that is in front of him. He knows she still loves him (12) but his love is dead (48).
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Pygmalion’s wish came true and he found that all was not as it appeared. Mallock is not the only
author to focus on the questions of ‘what happens after happily ever after’ but others choose to
make the coda at least a little more optimistic.
In 1899, Ernest Hartley Coleridge, grandson of Samuel Taylor, published a collection of
poetry including the poem “Pygmalion’s Bride” which focuses a long conversation between
Pygmalion, who here is portrayed as the King of Cyprus, and the newly human Galatea.
However, young Coleridge’s first foray into poetry was not entirely well received. The March
25, 1899 edition of The Athenæum: A Journal of Literature, Science, the Fine Arts, and the
Drama heavily criticizes “Pygmalion’s Bride” stating that “Mr. Coleridge comes before the
world suffering from too acute a consciousness of the literary traditions associated with his
name” (367), suggests he “would, perhaps have been well advised in this his first volume of
poems not to give his enemies, if he has any, an occasion for alleging that he has thrust his
credentials upon us” (368), and proceeds to eviscerate several other poems in the collection.
While the review is quite harsh, Coleridge does nothing particularly monumental in his
poem. The narrator takes the reader to spy on Pygmalion and Galatea and eavesdrop on their
conversation. Pygmalion speaks for the majority of the poem and Coleridge omits Galatea’s
response to his retelling of their story because “that is not mine to tell” (6). Galatea is left only
with a sweet glance that causes Pygmalion to babble “pure nonsense in the unknown tongue of
love” (6). Coleridge ends the poem with the assertion that all women are ivory to men until God
intervenes and causes them to fall in love (6). Coleridge seems to hint that women cannot fall in
love with men until there is some form of divine intervention that softens their stone hearts. For
Coleridge women have the ability to say no but they have to be coerced into saying yes. Whether
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it is Cupid or Venus as seen in the paintings discussed earlier, there seems to be a need for a
supernatural force to make a woman love a man.

But what did she have to say? Galatea Responds
All of the poems discussed so far have been written by men and largely from the male
perspective. Therefore, I also want to address female authors who also took on the Pygmalion
myth and actually enhanced it through their use of Galatea as the primary player within the
narrative. Galatea transforms from the object to the subject of her own story. Emily Hickey, an
Irish poet, presents in 1881 a poem simply entitled “Sonnet” from the perspective of Galatea.
Pygmalion “lov’d [her] into life” (4) but this was not necessarily the best idea. In this version,
Galatea sees her life as a curse to Pygmalion because “the gift, my life, that to his name was
death” (14). She realizes that her being alive as opposed to remaining a statue not only means
that she will die but that Pygmalion’s legacy will as well. A statue would last forever while she
and her love must eventually die.
While Osgood and Ward are not British writers, their versions of the Galatea story
present a noteworthy change from the male poets, particularly in the way they give Galatea her
own distinct voice. First, I wish to look at the 1850 poem “The Statue to Pygmalion” by Frances
Sargent Locke Osgood. Osgood, along with Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward, present original
interpretations of the Pygmalion legend by choosing to write entirely from the prospective of
Galatea. Beginning with Osgood, we are presented with a succinct look into Galatea’s mind.
Osgood’s poem is only four lines:
Gaze on! I thrill beneath thy gaze,
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I drink thy spirit’s potent rays;
I tremble to each kiss they give.
Great Jove! I love, and therefore live.
While many depictions of Pygmalion take on the male voice and gaze, this one is refreshingly
from the point of view of the statue and seems to be an internal monologue pre-transformation.
Osgood’s Galatea directly contradicts Buchanan and others’ notion that the statue is an empty
vessel. Osgood instead endows her with emotion. She feels and “therefore live(s)” (4) even as a
statue. Because she is endowed with the ability to feel, she is, was, or has become human.
Pygmalion’s love and affection, not Venus, bring about these emotions and thus give her life.
The spark of love has created a fire. This Galatea seems to focus purely on pleasure, both hers
and Pygmalion’s, while also asserting that female sexuality is something blessed by the gods.
She cries out to Jove, and her emotions move her to move.
While her poem was written thirty-five years later, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward’s 1885
“Galatea” seems to be in direct dialogue with Osgood’s. Ward, an early feminist as well as
another female American poet focusing on the statue’s perspective, presents a more human
version of Galatea by bestowing her with not only feelings but also a rational mind with a
difficult choice before her. While her poem, like Osgood’s, exhibits a pre-transformation
Galatea, Ward presents Galatea with more complex human thoughts before she becomes human.
The poem follows the normal pattern of statue to human but the initial stanzas allow make the
transformation by Galatea seem like a decision she comes to herself as opposed to a miracle.
Galatea turns the decision over and over in her mind:
Shall I dare exchange
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Veins of the quarry for the throbbing pulse?
Insensate calm for a sure-aching heart?
Repose eternal for a woman's lot?
Forego God's quiet for the love of man?
To float on his uncertain tenderness,
A wave tossed up the shore of his desire,
To ebb and flow whene'er it pleaseth him;
Remembered at his leisure, and forgot,
Worshiped and worried, clasped and dropped at mood,
Or soothed or gashed at mercy of his will,
Now Paradise my portion, and now Hell (8-19, emphasis mine).
By becoming human, Galatea loses her independence but decides that “the human kisses worth
the worst that thou/By thine own nature shalt inflict on me” (52-53). Ward makes Galatea’s
choice seem less obvious. She struggles with her choice while, she believes, Pygmalion struggles
against his own nature. She is, therefore, gambling not only with her future but her safety as
well. While the text makes it clear that she does indeed love him, the idea of becoming human,
particularly a human woman, appears to be less romantic than she and the reader initially
believed. Galatea asks “Oh, who/ Foreknowing, ever chose a fate like this? /What woman out of
all the breathing world/Would be a woman” (24-27)? Galatea somehow knows that being a
woman will make her life difficult because she will be entirely reliant on Pygmalion for support
and safety. She decides that while being stone would provide her protection, she relents that
“looking, longing, loving, give and take/ The human kisses worth the worst that thou/ By thine
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own nature shalt inflict on me” (51-53). Galatea’s decision to choose love over everything else
follows the fairytale aspect of the Pygmalion myth but the grim undertone of the poem makes her
choice seem unwise.
Ward’s and Osgood’s interpretations of the relationship between Galatea and Pygmalion
make it seem that Galatea has a choice in whether she transforms or not. She is given agency that
is lacking in other representations. Unlike the paintings who portray an armed Cupid that
produces desire at the moment of live, here Galatea retains her freewill and decides without
divine intervention that she wants to be with Pygmalion.

Browning’s Reverse Pygmalion and the Beauty of Death
While the links between “Porphyria’s Lover” and “My Last Duchess” and Pygmalion are
not immediately obvious, these poems show that while not explicitly naming Pygmalion,
Browning uses the questions of female consent, objecthood versus personhood, and agency as a
direct line back to the myth. Moore focuses on bringing the female figure in art to life while
Browning, instead, reverses the story and focuses on man’s destruction of the woman he loves
and her transformation then into a piece of art. In her article “Browning’s Pygmalion and the
Revenge of Galatea”, Catherine Maxwell focuses on how Browning’s poems represent a cruel
Pygmalion and the reversal or perversion of his creator/god status. Both poems feature lovers
who ultimately kill their female companions and relate their stories of murder to the reader.
Much like Pygmalion, they attempt to transform their females into their ideals for femininity and
companionship, but they ultimately are not able to so they resort to violence:
Man, succeeding to the position of the anthropomorphic and masculine deity, becomes
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the maker of his own match. Woman, rather than being a subject in her own right,
functions as the device that completes man’s lack, simultaneously reflecting him back to
himself in a reassuring fullness (Maxwell 989).
Maxwell asserts that Browning is writing, whether willingly or not, with a feminist slant or
viewpoint.:
Browning lays bare the misogyny of Ovid’s Pygmalion, for whom no living woman is
good enough. His poems show how male subjects, threatened by woman’s independent
spirit, replace her with statues, pictures, prostheses, corpses, which seem to them more
than acceptable substitutes for the real thing. Browning’s male speakers typically invert
Ovid’s myth, reducing a woman, even through her death, to a composition of their own
creating (990).
Following in the same vein as Maxwell’s reading I want to examine two of Browning’s poems,
namely “Porphyria’s Lover” and “My Last Duchess” and their reinvention of the Pygmalion
myth.
Published in 1836, “Porphyria’s Lover” is a monologue from the point of view of her
aforementioned lover describing the night that kills her. Maxwell describes “Porphyria’s Lover”
as “an assured critique through myth, through literary revision, of a form of appropriation
typified by a male speaker’s narcissistic sexual mastery of a woman. It accumulates its power by
borrowing from the Pygmalion story not once but twice” (991) by having both the female and the
male share the role of Pygmalion. Porphyria creates the feelings and rage in her lover who in turn
molds her into his ideal lover by transforming her into a corpse.
Porphyria presents herself as an independent character while her lover initially seems to
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be the submissive partner. Maxwell notes that “Porphyria enters the poem as the dominant
partner, the maker and doer, while her sullen lover is silent and recalcitrantly passive” (991) and
internally or reflectively critical. This criticism leads to a “sudden inversion of the roles and
attitudes might initially be seen to be kind of rough justice: the woman has manipulated him,
now he turns the tables on her…His picture of her as a free agent is conditioned by his
subliminal resentment of her autonomy” (991). She is returning home not only unchaperoned but
also in the middle of a storm. Her lover discusses her discarding of her dirty gloves and her
rather disheveled appearance when she arrives home, insinuating that she herself has become
sexually sullied. According to the speaker, Porphyria will not allow herself to be fully his:
“Murmuring how she loved me — she
Too weak, for all her heart's endeavour,
To set its struggling passion free
From pride, and vainer ties dissever,
And give herself to me for ever” (21-25).
The lover insinuates that it is not really Porphyria’s fault that she is unfaithful. She is simply too
weak to fight her own pride and vanity. This does not initially stop the speaker from being in a
relationship with her. In fact he endeavors to drive her mad with love for him until “at last I
knew/Porphyria worshipped me; surprise/Made my heart swell, and still it grew” (32-34, emphasis
mine) and in “That moment she was mine, mine, fair,/Perfectly pure and good” (36-37, emphasis
mine). He has finally created this creature that is completely devoted to him to only murder her in
an attempt for that adoration to remain unchanged:
“And thus we sit together now,
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And all night long we have not stirr'd,
And yet God has not said a word!” (58-60).
Porphyria’s lover believes that God must condone his actions because he has yet to receive any
punishment. His masterpiece is complete because, like Galatea, she will, at least in his memory of
her, remain unchanged and only his.
While the story in the poem all happens in the past, it is presented as an event that is
currently happening. Maxwell sees this chronological representation as the speaker’s attempt to
rationalize his actions:
The lover’s narrative impresses us with its linear recounting of events, but we need to
remember the importance of reading backwards, and thus credit the speaker’s
retrospective reading of Porphyria as his attempt to rationalize, to recast her as a
reflection of himself. Porphyria’s lover is a Pygmalion who thus continues to work his
designs on the body of his beloved long after he has achieved his end, not only by his
projection of his desire...for while she features as his dead Galatea, he makes her also
version of himself, a lesser Pygmalion (991-992).
Porphyria’s death is seen as a release or a realization as opposed to an ending. She has now been
immortalized not in stone but in the written word.
“My Last Duchess” can be seen as another attempt by Browning at reversing or
transposing the Pygmalion myth. Published in 1842, “My Last Duchess” is another dramatic
monologue involving the murder of a woman by her jealous lover. In this instance, the Duchess
is immortalized in painting closely guarded by her widowed husband. The painting of the
duchess is hidden from view by a curtain, much like representations of Galatea, that only the
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Duke may draw to allow the portrait to viewed (9-10). The Duke informs his visitor, assumed to
be a representative of his future wife’s father, that “Sir, 'twas not/Her husband's presence only,
called that spot/Of joy into the Duchess' cheek” (13-15) which suggests that the Duchess was in
some way unfaithful to the Duke. He asserts that “She had/A heart — how shall I say? — too
soon made glad,/Too easily impressed; she liked whate'er/She looked on, and her looks went
everywhere” (21-24). The Duke questions his visitor how “she [could rank]/My gift of a ninehundred-years-old name/With anybody's gift” (32-34) because what could be more impressive
that being elevated to nobility. However, while the Duke feels that the Duchess is behaving
inappropriately, the manner of this behavior is never clearly stated, so he “gave commands;/Then
all smiles stopped together” (45-46). The reader, along with the visitor, is left to their own
conclusions but the menacing tone of the piece allows for the assumption that the Duchess was
murdered and is forever immortalized in a painting. As the pair head downstairs, the Duke asks
his guest to take “Notice [of] Neptune, though,/Taming a sea-horse, thought a rarity” (54-55).
He, like Neptune, broke the creature that tried to resist his influence and disobey him. For both
the Duke and Porphyria’s lover, a woman may be lovely but if she becomes even suspected of
sexual impropriety she must be eliminated and lifted up as an example of how women should not
behave. Death is, and has become, the ultimate form of beauty.

Playing Pygmalion
Theatrical performances and interpretations of Pygmalion form the central framework in
in the following chapters and provide commentary on the apprehensions towards the nude female
body on stage along with representations of the lack of female agency within the Pygmalion
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myth. William Brough’s 1867 burlesque Pygmalion or the Statue Fair offers a look at these
issues inside Pygmalion tale by expanding it with multiple plotlines along with the addition of
humor to create an entertaining musical spectacle. Like in many burlesques of the time, a woman
originated the role of Pygmalion, who in this particular retelling has an even stronger dislike for
women. While the Pygmalion in this story does create the statue as the answer to his woman
problem, he still finds fault with statue. He comments that while it is a good piece of art “its only
fault is it’s a female figure” (14). Unlike the earlier images of Cupid, whom a woman also
portrays, an arrow must strike Pygmalion so he will immediately fall in love with his statue. He,
in turn, views this newfound infatuation as a form of punishment (14). Pygmalion cries out to
Venus and asks for her to “bid my peerless statue to move and live” (22) to which she responds
“a living statue! such a thing’s ne’er though on, At least not since the days of Madame Wharton”
(22). Madame Wharton was the stage name of Eliza Crow, an actress famous for her tableaus of
primarily nude statues and for her use as a subject in painting and pornography. Not only is
Venus invoking the image of this famous performer and tableaux, but she also revealing how the
performance itself shall end.
Interestingly, Brough makes Venus the semi-ringmaster of the circus that is the
Pygmalion story. After Pygmalion is struck by the arrow, the stage directions call for Venus to
appear “through vampire” (14) and laughing. Vampire in this context, according to the Oxford
English Dictionary, refers to a “person of a malignant and loathsome character especially one
who preys ruthlessly upon others; a vile and cruel exactor or extortioner”. To the modern reader,
this only adds to Venus’ mystique and the fear she creates. Venus establishes herself as a
powerful force that, like the premise of having female actors play male parts, helps critique the
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original myth’s repeated negligence of the female voice and consent.
Word play and jokes are cleverly snuck in to add more bite to the already absurd
situations. The dramatis personae describes Venus as “a character too well known to require any
description”, the servants Phlunkeyon and Menialides as “both being wretched parts [of which]
the less the author says, the better”, the Statue as “made for sale by the Sculptor, but really soul’d
by Psyche”, and Mopsa as “a Maid of all work and no play-till now- the present play being the
first she has appeared in” (3). The burlesque is extremely self-aware. Though the performance is
set in Cyprus, the dialogue is riddled with contemporary references and rhymes. Shakespeare’s
idea of “to be or not to be” is turned into “to beer or not to beer, that is the question!” (10).
Venus and Cupid gaily sing about trains (7) despite the fact that locomotion has yet to be
invented. This mixture of contemporary culture and myth reinforces the timeless subject matter.
While the dialogue does rhyme, like many other burlesques at the time, the use of puns
adds to the humor. Some are simple word play such as “Her temple I can love at any rate. Can
temple love- let me con-temple-hate!” (18) while others take into account the English dialect. For
instance, the English tendency to drop the “h” at the beginning of words:
Pygamlion: You sculptor amorous, implores you madly.
Statue: Yes! sculptors (h)ammer-us poor statues sadly. (23).
Not only is Brough giving the reader’s a pre-Shaw version of a talking statue but he has also
classed her through the way she speaks. However, unlike Eliza, this Galatea has no emotions.
Much like the Tin Man, she was made without a heart and therefore cannot return Pygmalion’s
love. She berates Pygmalion that she never desired to be turned into a statue and certainly not a
human (23). Pygmalion is devastated. All is not lost, however. Psyche, Cupid’s love and
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annoyance of Venus, bestows the statues with a “human mind” (31), which allows her to love
Pygmalion back. This supernatural shift of Galatea’s thinking not only harkens back to the
poems and paintings discussed earlier but also begs the question: does the use of humor help to
expose issues in regards to female consent and agency or does it undermine it?
The Tinted Venus: A Farcical Romance written by F. Anstey, the pseudonym of Thomas
Anstey Guthrie, in 1887 focuses on a contemporary version of the story that lives up to the
farcical title but presents more fear than traditional romance. While The Tinted Venus may be the
lone prose piece I will discuss in this section, the story reads more like an off Broadway play or a
horror movie screenplay with its use of supernatural elements and violence. The title takes its
name from the John Gibson statue that caused quite a stir at its premiere in 1862 due to its
realistic skin tone. Gibson was one of the first neoclassical sculpture at the Royal Academy to
paint their marble statues and declared that:
I took the liberty to decorate it in a fashion unprecedented in modern times. I tinted the
flesh like warm ivory—scarcely red—the eyes blue, the hair blond, and the net which
contains the hair golden…When all my labour was complete I often sat down quietly and
alone before my work, meditating upon it and consulting my own simple feelings. I
endeavoured to keep myself free from self-delusion as to the effect of the colouring. I
said to myself 'Here is a little nearer approach to life—it is therefore more impressive—
yes—yes indeed she seems an ethereal being with her blue eyes fixed on me!' At
moments I forgot that I was gazing at my own production; there I sat before her, long and
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often. How was I ever to part with her!9 Gibson tint and its uproar10 seem to color11
Anstey’s story as well.
The action focuses primarily on Leander Tweedle, a hairdresser, who places a ring
jokingly on a statue of Venus in a garden only to find himself pursued by the statue that is
actually a vessel for the goddess of love who now insists that they are engaged. Venus’ pursuit
places Leander in a submissive Pygmalion role and puts the literal power in the hands of a
female. Unlike Galatea, this statue remains a statue for a great portion of the day and comes to
life at night. She is able to travel great distances quickly and inflict harm on anyone who
attempts to move or damage the statue. Leander ends up a with a paralyzed arm when he
attempts to remove his ring while the two art thieves end up bloodied and disoriented. Anstey’s
Venus is tinted/tainted with unspeakable power and that makes her dangerously unpredictable.

9

Rigby, Elizabeth. Life of John Gibson, R.A. Longmans, Green and Co, 1870

10

"That popular verdict for the so-called 'Tinted Venus' as the most fortunate of our subject's
productions is, in our opinion, a just one; the figure is the best of those he made, not only as
regards execution, but in being most sincerely conceived. As representing a naked, impudent
Englishwoman, it is excellent in its way, but in no respect a Venus, simply because, although
almost as meretricious as the 'Venus de Medicis,' there is enough vulgarity in it to destroy all
alluring power, and every sign of the goddess....The question of colouring statues, so intimately
connected with this figure, has received ample discussion, and may be considered as virtually
decided in the affirmative by the practice of the Greeks, at least occasionally, but in a manner
that was at once bolder and chaster than that which the circumstances about Gibson permitted
him to adopt."- The Athenæum , p. 172 (February 3, 1866)
11

A year after Gibson exhibited his Venus, a statue, the Augustus of Prima Porta, was discovered
near Rome and it showed clear traces of polychromy.- Panzanelli, Roberta, editor. The Color of
Life: Polychromy in Sculpture from Antiquity to the Present. J. Paul Getty Museum, 2008.
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This supernatural element seems to be lacking from other representations and while this story
does retain the living statue motif, it also brings in an added sense of dread specifically
associated with power at the hands of a woman.

Conclusion
In his article “Beddoes, Pygmalion, and the Art of Onanism” Stephen Guy-Bray wrestles
with the fact that
Pygmalion rejected real women…[but] at the end he is rewarded with a woman who is
perfect because she is made by art, not nature, and who identifies him, as Ovid’s phrasing
makes clear, with heaven itself. Ovid suggests that a fantasy object is better that a real
person and that we prize art because it enables us to live in a world of the masturbatory
fantasy (451).
Pygmalion’s rejection of living women in favor of a woman made of stone plays into, as GuyBray phrases it, a “masturbatory fantasy.” Pygmalion literally creates his ideal woman out of
stone because he thinks he deserves that level of perfection. Galatea is immediately fetishized for
her perfectly sculpted body and turned into an idol that Pygmalion lavishes with jewelry and
clothing. However, this is still not enough. Pygmalion wants a woman made of flesh and Venus
grants his wish. Galatea gains her womanhood but she never attains personhood. She is
immediately united with Pygmalion and Ovid moves on to another story leaving Galatea in the
overly eager hands of Pygmalion. As I will show in Chapter 2, the ownership of Galatea,
particularly her physical body, creates a power dynamic within Gilbert’s play that can only be
resolved through Galatea’s death.
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GILBERT AND THE STATUE: PARODY OF POSES IN PYGMALION AND GALATEA
“Do you think I am an automaton? — a machine without feelings? and can bear to have my
morsel of bread snatched from my lips, and my drop of living water dashed from my cup? Do
you think, because I am poor, obscure, plain, and little, I am soulless and heartless? You think
wrong! — I have as much soul as you — and full as much heart”- Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre
“You — you strange — you almost unearthly thing! — I love as my own flesh.”
- Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre

Stand Perfectly Still
Rochester declares to Jane in Jane Eyre that he loves her “as [his] own flesh” despite his
view that she is an “unearthly thing.” What reads as possibly one of the least romantic proposals
in literature actually brings up an interesting point. Rochester refers to Jane as “unearthly”
because, in his eyes, she cannot possibly be real. Jane, as a person, represents an ideal that could
not have been crafted by nature. Jane is more like a unique piece of art than a person. She may as
well be a statue. But Jane asserts she has ‘as much soul as you– and full as much heart.” Sartre
writes in the “Quest for the Absolute” that “the truth is that for three thousand years sculptors
have been carving only cadavers” (390). Stone statues have never been alive but are an attempt
to capture life in the form of a motionless stone corpse. But what happens when living, breathing
humans portray statues on stage? Can these so-called stone cadavers come to life and, if so, what
are the consequences? Can we call a “machine without feelings” human?
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David J. Getsy notes in his article “Acts of Stillness: Statues, Performativity, and Passive
Resistance” that there is a certain uncomfortable quality experienced when viewing sculpture
especially when it is of a human figure (3). While sculptors attempt to imitate motion through
various treatments (4), “stillness [of the statue is] defined negatively as absence of movement
and responsiveness” and this “supposed inadequacy is postulated as the statues’ undeniable
burden, and consequently the statue is cast in a passive and subordinate role to the viewer, the
critic, and the sculptor” (7). The viewer is living and therefore seen as the active participant in
the exchange. Statues are an imitation of human life and do not have an active role because they
are the ones being acted upon. Statues “are not subjects, but they are sometimes treated like
them. They act as agents because of viewers’ projections onto their material rendering or
evocation of the human form– re-created as copresent in three dimensions with the
viewer…[and] in their defiant stillness, expose the ways in which living viewers respond to that
inertness” (12). Their stillness moves us as viewers to have some type of reaction to what they
are depicting. Stillness serves as a prompt for action.
Getsy pushes the argument even further and theorizes that instead of the statue being
inadequate, it is actually in a state of rebellion by refusing to move (8) and the “performativity of
the act of stillness makes the statue– despite its monochromy, its immotility, its heaviness, its
unresponsiveness– into something like a defiant agent” (11). This refusal to move should be seen
as a “performative act– that affects those who would approach it. The statue’s acts of stillness are
unnerving, disconcerting, and defiant… [and the] physical copresence of the statue initiates a
cascade of effects on the viewer in which she or he attempts to manage the incursion into their
space by a material object that is the equivalent to the image that it depicts three-dimensionally”
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(8). This refusal to move leads to the obvious question of what happens when the statue moves,
breathes, or speaks. What happens when the nonliving becomes living? This apprehension
manifests itself in the Pygmalion myth and in various reinventions of that myth where, often
times, the statue coming to life leads to nothing but trouble. Theatre, through the tradition of
tableaux vivants and poses plastiques, allows this “living, breathing statue” to become part of
theatrical spectacle by exploring issues of personhood, consent, and portraying the nude female
body on stage.
In this chapter I want to explore the theatrical depiction of the Pygmalion myth during the
Victorian period by focusing specifically on melodrama and its manifestation in the W.S. Gilbert
play Pygmalion and Galatea, an Original Mythological Comedy. Gilbert’s play premiered at the
Haymarket on December 9, 1871. Gilbert reconstructs the myth into a blank verse play that
attempts to explain Galatea’s occupation of both spheres of animate and inanimate and victim
and villain before she/the statue ultimately forgoes her supposed personhood in favor of turning
back into a statue. The following sections will focus on the traditions of not only tableaux
vivants and poses plastiques’ use of stillness on stage but also the portrayals of the living versus
the inanimate and the role of the female nude body on stage. Gilbert’s reworking of traditional
melodramatic formulas in regards to the role of the villain and the part that the villain plays
within melodramatic works poses the question of whether is it really Galatea who bears that
burden or whether, like Jane Eyre, Galatea has become an “automaton,” a “machine without
feeling,” an “unearthly thing” while declaring at the same time that she has as much soul and
heart as any man.
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This Isn’t Your Mother’s Melodrama
Before beginning any discussion of the play, I think it would be beneficial to frame the
discussion of myth and nudity in the tradition of melodrama and how it leads to Gilbert’s version
of the myth along with his use of the tableaux vivant and pose plastique. While it may be seen as
a vapid attempt at humor now, melodrama’s use of improbable situations with recognizable
characters and tension-filled plots still resonates with modern audiences. Martha Vicinus, in her
article “Helpless and Unfriended”: Nineteenth-Century Domestic Melodrama”, asserts that
melodrama is “best understood as a combination of archetypal, mythic beliefs and time-specific
responses to particular cultural and historical conditions” (128) and that melodrama itself is “an
excess of emotion, disproportionate to the object, excessively simplified characters who appeal
to each other and the audience by means of exaggerated expressions of right or wrong, and many
remarkable and improbable coincidences, spectacular effects, and plot complications” (127).
Excess and exaggeration along with humorously flawed characters create a genre that blends
well with not only the contemporary social concerns but also the retelling of mythological
stories.
Melodrama’s bread and butter centers on the creation of a heightened emotional state
which is achieved through the rapid succession of dramatic images or poses. Michael Booth
asserts that melodrama unfolds through rapid scenic changes to achieve “emotion in a framework
of fast, short and rapidly changing scenes mounted with a maximum of sensation and scenic
effect” (39). Motion creates emotion because for a brief moment, the viewer is not sure what will
happen next. For Martin Meisel, on the melodramatic stage “motion [is] movement to and away
from pictures (or, more radically… the succession of pictures)” (67). Carolyn Williams posits
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that “the temporal form of melodrama may be described as rhythmic alternation between
movement and stasis” (49). The quick changes between images along with the jarring differences
between motion and absolute stillness forces the audience to have only moments to absorb an
image before it morphs to another. The unsettling nature of these shifts creates tension for the
audiences that only amplifies the tension within the play’s plot itself. In the moments of stillness
Victorian melodrama strives to “create pictures, and it periodically arrests the action to linger on
static visual moments within the narrative”12; the use of the tableau serves this purpose well
through its “lengthy pause where the actors temporarily freeze their physical positions, [which
transforms] the onstage action or conflict into a fixed and emotionally loaded pictorial scene”
(Gregory). The tableau “embodies melodrama’s quintessential attributes: highly fraught visual
and auditory cues, hyperbolic emotion, exaggerated dynamics of revelation and confrontation”
(Gregory). I will later discuss what I view as two most striking tableaus in Pygmalion and
Galatea but I now want to shift to a discussion of the tableau itself, beginning with a discussion
of stillness and statues as they are presented on stage and how this practice explores questions
about motion, female nudity as art, and female agency.

“One Grecian Urn”: Performing Mythology Through Poses
In Meredith Wilson’s The Music Man, Wilson creatively weaves in the tradition of the
pose plastique, a subset and offspring of tableau, by inserting this theatre practice into an unusual
setting and emphasizing its combination of high art but low culture. Set in Iowa, Wilson’s
musical follows the story of travelling salesman Harold Hill, who attempts to swindle the
12

Np
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citizens of River City by forming a boys’ band and immediately skipping town with their money
in tow. However, Hill ends up falling for the town librarian, Marian, and chooses love over a life
of crime. Marian, a gender reversal from the myth, serves as Wilson’s Pygmalion by wishing and
creating in her head the ideal man. She even prays to Venus to send her a white knight who
“ponder(s) what makes Shakespeare and Beethoven great” (1.10). However, Marian sees that no
such man exists and admits her love for Harold in spite of his lies and trickery. Wilson further

Figure 10: “The Niobe Group” from “Tableaux Mouvants and Poses Plastiques” by Clara Tileston
Power Edgerly, in Werner’s Voice Magazine, December 1891.

alludes to Greek tradition and myth through the often-comical antics of Mrs. Eulalie Mackecknie
Shinn. Mrs. Shinn, the ornery mayor’s equally ornery wife, and the other older women of the
town open the Fourth of July festivities with their performance of Grecian urns. The women
dressed in togas and covered in vines (similar to the image above) attempt to contort their bodies
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into various poses reminiscent of those found on Grecian urns. Mrs. Shinn attempts to claim her
Grecian urn poses as high culture that reflects her superior taste and as something above the
frivolous dancing of the “Shipoopi” by the other more enthusiastic townspeople13. While Wilson
sets his poses in 1912 Iowa, he seems to make light of these traditional poses by injecting humor
into these portrayals of art by living women. Wilson’s use of a variation on pose plastique
performed by the town matriarch seems to directly poke fun at the supposed superiority of the
town’s older women. These women balk at the idea of children reading dirty books by Chaucer,
Rabelais, and Balzac, but they end up performing a routine that some Victorians would have
found questionable.

Figure 11: “One Grecian urn!”

13

For this reading of Music Man, I have taken into consideration both the theatrical and
cinematic versions of the musical. The film versions place the Grecian urn scene at the town’s
dance in the park in while the theatrical version places it in the school gymnasium and it is only
seen in practice run in which the women are wearing bloomers as opposed to togas I have chosen
to focus on the 1962 film version because while the play provides the basic story, the film
version highlights the urn poses.
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For the purposes of this discussion, I will group pose plastique and tableaux vivant together and
make clear distinctions when I wish to emphasize one over the other. Critics often use the terms
interchangeably even though poses plastiques are a subsect of the tableaux vivants that focus
largely on classical subjects that often involve nudity14. In later sections I will discuss tableaux
independently from poses plastiques and tableaux vivants because tableaux are not necessarily
based around mythological scenes nor are they focused on nudity.

Figure 12: Actresses Alexis Bledel and Lauren Graham in the episode portray “Portrait of a
Young Girl Named Anthea” by Girolamo Parmigianino and “Dance at Bougival” by PierreAuguste Renior

Tableaux vivants, and their offspring the pose plastique, were not initially a theatre
practice but were instead forms of entertainment during large parties or gatherings. Baron Grimm
describes in Diderot’s Salon of 1765 his experience seeing a tableau vivant:
I have sometimes seen select companies, assembled in the country, amuse themselves

14

See Nicole Anae “Poses Plastiques: The Art and Style of ‘Statuary’ in Victorian Visual
Theatre
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during the autumn evenings with a most interesting and agreeable game: imitating the
compositions of well-known paintings with living figures. First, one establishes the
background of the painting by means of a similar décor then each person chooses a role
from among the characters in the painting, and after having adopted its dress, seeks to
imitate its attitude and expression. When the whole scene and all the actors are arranged
according to the dispositions of the painter and the place is suitably lit, one calls in the
spectators who give their opinion on how the tableau is executed (155).
Much like the French aristocrats attempting to entertain themselves with recreations of famous
paintings, this tradition even permeates popular culture, even showing up in an episode of
Gilmore Girls in which the citizens of Stars Hollow celebrate their Festival of Living Pictures.15
Meisel notes that theatre is “generally quick to notice what society finds ‘most interesting and
agreeable” (47) so the tableau vivant and its offspring the pose plastique were eventually
absorbed into theatrical performances. In her article “Poses Plastiques: The Art and Style of
‘Statuary’ in Victorian Visual Theatre”, Nicole Anae notes that “poses plastiques’ mastered the
art of manipulating the body into highly stylized and apparently motionless ‘attitudes’ [poses
meant to display an action or express a mental state] to resemble so called ‘living statues’” (112).
Poses plastiques have strong associations with classical themes and mythological subjects but
these connections did not “guarantee [their] credibility and legitimacy…as a theatrical art” (122).
Anae notes that contemporary critics would often use the term tableaux vivants and pose
plastique interchangeably, despite their differences, or they would make a distinction between
15

Season 4, Episode 7 of Gilmore Girls
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the two citing the sometimes-sexual subject material as an indicator of the crudeness of the poses
plastiques (122). This fluidity between terms seems to mirror the unclear boundaries between
living and nonliving, stillness and motion within the Pygmalion and Galatea myth. Their story,
along with these theatrical practices, seems to live within a grey area between the conventional
and the unconventional which, I believe, makes them a perfect partner for Gilbert and his
melodramatic concoctions.
The primary objection to the performances of poses plastiques focused on the nakedness,
actual or simulated, of the usually female subjects. Women would often wear skin tight, flesh
colored suits often referred to as ‘fleshings’ to mimic nudity while others would paint their
bodies or actually be entirely nude. The use of the ‘fleshings’ to simulate nudity made it difficult
for viewers to “discern whether what they were viewing was ‘nude’ or ‘naked’, [and because of
this most] ultimately concluded that prohibition was inappropriate” (Assael 745). Figure # shows
Australian actress turned living statue Patsy Montague as four different Classical figures
including the Brown Venus that has “aroused much interest in New York” in 1914. This arousal
is the linchpin in the argument against these types of performances. However, while audiences
may have been outwardly shocked by the sight of a nude woman, Brenda Assael notes in her
article, “Art or Indecency? Tableaux Vivants on the London Stage and the Failure of Late
Victorian Moral Reform”, that certain types of nudity were seen as normal:
The nude boy, derived from antiquity, could be disassociated from sex and rendered the
subject of traditional interests to elites, the well-read, and the middle classes, as the Elgin
marbles (on display since 1807), Egyptian mummies, and other “ancient curiosities” in
the British Museum testified (752).
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Figure 13: Patsy Montague as ‘La Milo’, 1914
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Edith Hall describes in her article “Classical Mythology in the Victorian Popular Theatre” how
the prevalence of the mythological subject, and in turn nudity, in these performances suggests
“that a regular spectator of any social class, even if he or she had never read a book, could
theoretically have been acquainted with the contents of major ancient epics, with at least some
Greek tragedies, and with perhaps a dozen stories out of Ovid’s Metamorphoses” (344). The
tableaux vivants such as Diana Preparing for the Chase, performed
in 1850 at the Parthenon Rooms in Liverpool, provides what Tracy Davis characterizes in
Actresses as Working Women: Their social identity in Victorian culture as “the paradigmatic
male erotic fantasy of voyeurism [that is] legitimize(d) by the pretense of classical mythology”
(125).
The presence of nudity is camouflaged if the performance is of a mythological subject.
To achieve some form of respectability for the practice, the patron, and the performers
themselves extra steps had to be taken to differentiate poses from more nefarious forms of
nudity. Like the advertisement below shows,
categorizing the performances as ‘chaste’
presentations of mythological stories allow them

to

exist in the same sphere as more traditional
theatre productions as opposed to those on the
outer edges of respectability.

Figure 14: Advertisement for Willis’s
Assembly Room
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This connection between nudity, whether simulated through costuming or in some cases
actual nudity, and mythology along with the poses plastiques made them a target for moral
reformists and censors who were in direct conflict with the growing pornography industry aided
by the invention of the camera. The pervasiveness of commercial material, such as the image of
Russian model Olga Desmond (Figure 15) or artist’s studies, focusing on nudity, especially
theatrical performances like tableaux vivants and poses plastiques “caused a considerable public
controversy in England and led to the passing of the Obscene Publications Act 1857. Provision
was given for allowing models to appear naked, as long as they remained completely still”
(Mayhew16). Movement would break the statuary illusion and cause the audience to realize that
they are actually viewing living and seemingly nude women. However, this reaction by the
Obscene Publications Act seems overblown as “statuary in the form of poses plastiques
[occupied] an ephemeral status in Victorian visual
theatre” because of its challenges to the “perceptions of
‘high’ art” and “that while poses plastiques were not a
‘text-based’ form of theatre in the strictest sense, they
nonetheless relied on various visual and written texts
[such as paintings or myths], as well as indoor and
outdoor contexts, to organize processes of meaningmaking” (Anae 115). For the performers and producers,
context is key when presenting the nude body. While
toeing the alleged line of decency, having the
Figure 15: Olga Desmond, Russian Model
16

N.p
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performers in an environment that simulates battles or gardens allows for there to be some sort of
context for the performers to inhabit and therefore retain the notion of respectability.
The level of popularity of these performances was “inevitably equated with vulgarization.
To critical onlookers, the ‘uneducated’ patron’s gaze was said to be undisciplined, possibly
indecent. Constructed thus, nakedness implied the body without borders or containment,
arousing the viewer rather than bringing about stillness and wholeness as would a work of art”
(Assael 748). Critics worried that the inability to distinguish “between naked or semi-naked
women in the pornographer’s studio and the draped ones on the music hall stage” (749) would
lead to depravity and immorality. However, the frequency of acceptable nudity complicated
attempts to curb the performance of tableaux vivants because “supporters could inscribe tableaux
vivants with aesthetic registers, allowing them to be claimed for respectability rather than
immorality- to be upheld as art rather than obscenity” (745). Victorian critics of the tableaux
vivant and the pose plastique seem to gloss over what I deem overt classism in regards to the
criticism of these two types of performance. Both the tableaux vivant and the pose plastique are
considered to be ephemeral forms of performance and yet there is an obvious concern that these
images will pervert the lower classes simply because the lower classes could not possibly see the
nude body as anything other than something erotic. However, Gilbert’s presentation of
Pygmalion suggests that the upper classes too have trouble separating statues of beautiful women
as art from the beautiful women in their own lives especially when statues magically come to
life.

Senseless Stone: Gilbert’s Pygmalion Parody and the Penitent Woman
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Pygmalion and Galatea: An Original Mythological Comedy premiered at the Haymarket
Theatre on December 9, 1871 and ran for 184 performances. Written and performed the same
year as his first collaboration with Sullivan, Gilbert’s play starred W.H. Kendal and his wife
Madge Kendal in the starring roles. While Gilbert bills his play as a comedy, the typical fairytale
ending is not what awaits Galatea. This comedy does not end in marriage but rather in a death of
sorts. In his version of the Pygmalion story, Gilbert complicates the traditional story by adding
various background characters. Most importantly this Pygmalion has a wife, Cynisca. The
inclusion of a wife for Pygmalion leads to an intense clash between not only Cynisca and
Pygmalion but also Cynisca and Galatea. This confrontation leads to a tableau at the end of Act
II that presents a new power dynamic not seen in traditional tableaus.
Gilbert’s Pygmalion does not disavow the company of women like his mythological
predecessor but instead uses his own wife Cynisca as model for his statues. Ovid’s Pygmalion
makes the perfect woman from an image he has in his mind while Gilbert’s Pygmalion uses his
already perfect wife to create statues. Cynisca creates her own brief pose plastique (5) as she
poses on a base in an attempt to stir her husband’s artistic instincts and improve his mood. She
seductively toys with him by insinuating that he only has “half-an-hour [remaining]” before she
leaves and encourages him to “make the most of it” (5). However, Pygmalion decides he needs
to rest and, in turn, Cynisca draws the curtain to reveal the statue of Galatea for the first time.
When Cynisca notes that the statue “all but breathes” Pygmalion responds “It all but breathestherefore it talks aloud! It all but moves– therefore it walks and runs! It all but lives, and
therefore it is life! No, no, my love, the thing is cold, dull stone, /Shaped to a certain form, but
still dull stone/ The lifeless, senseless mockery of life. /The gods make life: I can make only
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death!” (10). These lamentations are the first of two such instances in which Pygmalion seems to
be obsessed with his inability to create life17.
The addition of a wife for Pygmalion also serves as a point of contention and fear. Not
only is he married, but his wife also has supernatural powers. As a former maiden of Artemis,
Cynisca fell in love with Pygmalion before she took her vow of chastity. The goddess granted
the ability to curse her husband should he ever stray. Cynisca tells her sister-in-law Myrine that
she “take(s) [her] temper from Pygmalion;/ While he is god-like- he’s a god to me,/ And should
he turn to devil, I’ll turn with him;/ I know no half-moods, I am love or hate!” (9). Her
lighthearted comment predicts her hardhearted actions later. As Cynisca leaves, she kisses her
husband and nods to Galatea saying “The thing is but a statue after all” (11). Cynisca’s words set
Pygmalion off on a bemoaning monologue:
She touched the key-note of my discontentTrue, I have powers denied other men;
Give me a block of senseless marble- Well,
I’m a magician, and it rests with me
To say what kernal [sic] lies within its shell…
So far the gods and I run neck and neck,
Nay, so far I can beat them at their trade;
I am no bungler- all the men I make
Are straight limbed fellows, each magnificent
17

It should be noted that Gilbert never mentions the couple having any children. Pygmalion does
at one point insist that Galatea should love him as a child does their father but no other familial
relations are mentioned.
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In the perfection of his manly grace;
I make no crook-backs- all my men are gods,
My Women, goddesses, in outward form.
But there’s my tether- I can go so far,
And go no farther- at that point I stop,
To curse the bonds that hold me sternly back.
To curse the arrogance of those proud gods,
Who say “Thou shalt be the greatest among men,
“And yet infinitesimally small! (12, emphasis mine)18.
Pygmalion later goes on to grumble to Galatea that the gods only completed the work he began
by instilling her with life (13). Pygmalion’s brooding all stems from his inability to bestow life
on his lifelike creations. His inability to create anything other than lifeless stone bodies leaves
him both bitter and eventually thankful because bringing a statue to life causes more problems
than he initially imagined.
As Pygmalion prepares to say goodbye to Cynisca as she leaves for a short journey, he
complains that he will be lonely while she is gone. She, in turn, suggests that his latest statue,
Galatea, shall be her stand in and that he should “into her attentive ear/Pour all thy treasures of
hyperbole” and that he must “be faithful unto her as unto me!” (11). Pygmalion follows her
orders and in the process of praying and whispering sweet nothings in Galatea’s ear, the statue
comes to life. Galatea questions Pygmalion if the gods had sent her to him but he cannot answer
18

I have added emphasis to various character’s speeches because Gilbert does not provide any
emphasis within this work as he does in later more comical productions. This may be due to the
lack of rhyming or puns
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her except to say that it may be as punishment for his “unreflecting and presumptuous prayer!”
(15). However, the statue Galatea was not meant for Pygmalion. She is to be sold to Chrysos, a
local patron of the arts who in fact knows nothing about art. When Chrysos arrives and sees
Galatea, he assumes that she is Pygmalion’s model: “Pygmalion’s model! Yes, of course it is. A
very bold-faced woman, I’ll be bound. These models always are. Her face is fair. Her figure, too,
is shapely and compact” (31). Chrysos’ description reads more like a reviewer’s description of a
chorus girl or even a lonely-hearts advertisement. Chrysos too falls under Galatea’s powers and
ends up bringing trouble in his own marriage.
Galatea not only disrupts Pygmalion’s and Chrysos’ lives but also ends up almost
breaking apart Myrine’s engagement to Leucippe, a soldier, when Galatea accuses him of murder
when in actuality he has only killed Myrine’s fawn. Pygmalion’s plan to hide Galatea from
Cynisca, too, unravels. Cynisca discovers upon her return that her husband is in the arms of
another woman. While the text does refer to Cynisca as Pygmalion’s model, it is not made
explicitly clear in the stage directions or production notes whether the actress portraying Galatea
should look like or be made to look like the actress playing Cynisca. The production notes do
specify that the statue Galatea and actress portraying her should look as much alike as possible.
For my reading, I am inferring that the actresses should favor each other but are not required to
be so similar in appearance that they could actually be confused for each other. While Galatea
may favor Cynisca in looks, the fact they are indeed two separate beings gives her cause enough
to curse him with blindness. The revelation that the statue made in her image has now come to
life not only incurs her wrath but also the wrath of the goddess Artemis that she once served.
Cynisca lays down a curse on Pygmalion that causes him to become blind. Galatea begs for
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mercy but Cynisca rebukes her. She declares:
I know no pity, woman; for the act
That thawed thee into flesh has hardened me
Into the cursed stone from which thou cam’st.
We have changed places; from this moment forth
Be thou the wife and I the senseless stone! (40, emphasis mine).
Cynisca rages that she has become the hardened statue. The living woman has now become that
stone statue. Love, better yet lust, is what brought Galatea to life and the absence of it hardens
Cynisca to stone. This declaration leads to what Melissa Valiska Gregory in her article
“Melodrama and the Penitent Woman Tableau in Victorian Culture: From Tennyson to Conrad”
has described as the ‘penitent woman tableau’ in domestic melodrama19 which I see as
touchstone to a discussion of the masochism prevalent within the play as well.
As discussed earlier, the use of the tableau in melodrama creates powerful images to
further the plot. I now wish to return to Martha Vicinus and her discussion of melodrama’s use of
tableaus. While Pygmalion and Galatea is not set in the Victorian period, its function as a
domestic melodrama is still important because domestic melodrama is “situated at the emotional
and moral center of life” in which we see “primal fears clothed in everyday dress” (Vicinus 128)
and that domestic melodrama “always sides with the powerless” (130) by “making the moral

19

For the purposes of this discussion, I am expanding on the definition of domestic melodrama
in the sense that this play is not set specifically in the Victorian period but it is written for a
Victorian audience. While the setting may be ancient, the issues and problems addressed are
particularly Victorian.
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visible” (137). Within melodrama “the hero is often chastened by circumstances but saved by a
woman. Standing on the sidelines of the action, she will sacrifice herself at the crucial moment
for her love. She will then act with remarkable skill and intrepidity, quite unlike her previous
behavior…When the heroine has proved her moral and emotional superiority, she recedes into
the wallpaper of passivity again” (135). Galatea instead steps behind the curtain and turns back
into stone. Melodrama functions as a “psychological touchstone for the powerless” (128). But
what happens when the power keeps shifting?
While Gilbert’s script does not call explicitly for a tableau, the ending of Act II presents
the opportunity for one. Cynisca has just blinded her unfaithful husband. As he cries out in pain,
Galatea rushes to Cynisca and falls to her knees begging for mercy. Cynisca rebukes her and
pushes her away. The stage directions call of a quick curtain drop leaving a distraught
Pygmalion, a prostrate Galatea, and an incensed Cynisca as the final image the audience sees on
stage. Melissa Valiska Gregory describes similar images as the “penitent woman tableau” which
normally involves a “sexually fallen daughter, fiancée, or wife [who] sinks to the ground in
remorse at the sight of the father, lover, or husband she has betrayed.” Gregory reads this
collapse as a signal of woman’s “shame and regret” which is visually depicted by her “dropping
to the ground to await masculine censure and discipline” such as the depictions of Mary
Magdalene falling at Jesus’ feet. This tableau “derives its emotional energy and cultural force by
refraining from the explicit depiction of physical violence against women rather than by
amplifying the representation of it. Indeed, this scene spotlights a tense moment where violence
against a woman could occur but doesn’t, a simultaneous performance of both profound female
terror and masculine self-restraint.”
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What makes Gilbert’s portrayal of this tableau different is of course the presence of the
wife who has been transgressed against, Cynisca. Gregory even notes that “the penitent woman
tableau is often less concerned with the figure of the woman prostrate on the ground and more
invested in the portrayal of the man’s reaction to her remorse” (emphasis mine). Cynisca’s
physical reaction to Galatea also plays into mine, as well as Gregory’s, reading of the penitent
woman tableau. The text has Cynisca utter that she, Cynisca, is now “senseless stone” and then
she thrusts Galatea from her (37). For Gregory, the emotional charge of the tableau relies on the
possibility of violence on the part of the man:
The penitent woman tableau is a display of extreme female vulnerability to the aggrieved
man’s possibly violent reaction, a moment when women, especially wives, are exposed to
the intimidation of potential physical force. Moreover, it invests the woman’s show of
penitence with an erotic charge. After all, hers is almost always a sexual transgression,
and the formal postures of each party—the woman’s prostrate, vulnerable form
contrasted with the man’s upright (and, in many cases) erect, hard stance—visually
reminds the audience of the scene’s inherent sexual violence (Gregory, emphasis mine).
Gilbert has essentially nullified Pygmalion’s power by blinding him and placed that power and
rage on Cynisca’s shoulders. It is Cynisca who breaks the tableau at the last possible moment by
shoving Galatea to the ground leaving the audience and Galatea shocked. Galatea and Cynisca
are two sides of the same coin. Both women fiercely care about Pygmalion to the point that they
are willing to destroy themselves. Within melodrama, “rebellion and self-sacrifice recur so
frequently [that] they speak to a recurrent underlying emotional tension in women’s lives. The
heroine, though ostensibly weaker than the hero, invariably suffered greater persecution; her
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strength under adversity confirmed the moral superiority of women over men” (Vicinus 133). In
this scene, both women grapple for the role of heroine: Galatea in her desire to protect
Pygmalion from what she views as an unfair punishment and Cynisca who wants to protect and
punish her husband at the same time for his transgressions. “In theatrical melodrama [the villain]
is most often an interloper who uses [their] charm or social station to exploit the greed of fathers
or vulnerability of lovers” (137). For Cynisca, Galatea fits this bill. She has charmed her way
into the heart of Pygmalion and attempted to usurp Cynisca’s station as his wife.
Daphne, Chrysos’ wife, is not sympathetic to Pygmalion’s plight. Daphne declares that
she is actually jealous of Cynisca because “She has the power to punish faithlessness, /And she
has used it on her faithless spouse. Had I Cynisca’s privilege, I swear/ I’d never let my Chrysos
rest in peace, / Until he warranted my using it! / Pygmalion’s wronged her, and she’s punished
him./ What more could woman want?” (38). For Daphne, Cynisca’s ability to bring down
judgement on her unfaithful spouse not only gives women power in a time in which they have
very little but also places the guilt and shame on the part of the husband as opposed to punishing
the offending female only. Daphne also seems to serve as a mouthpiece for the Victorian
concerns discussed in chapter one as she vigorously refuses to allow her husband to return home
until she has removed the female statues from their home:
Why I’ve a gallery of goddesses,
Fifty at least- half-dressed bacchantes, tooDryads and water-nymphs of every kind;
Suppose I find, when I go home to-day
That they’ve all taken it into their heads
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To come to life- what would become of them,
Or me, with Chrysos in the house? No-no,
They’re bad enough in marble- but in flesh!!!
I’ll sell the bold-faced hussies one and all,
But till I’ve sold them, Chrysos stops outside! (40-41, emphasis mine).
Daphne’s declarations harken back to the William Bell Scott’s worries that viewers of these
types of types of artwork will while “being lost in the admiration, [amount] to worship” (309).
For Daphne and Scott, the portrayal of the female nude body is problematic for differing reasons.
Scott worries that viewers will become so enamored with these works that it will result in an
almost pagan-like worship of the body while Daphne now feels that she will have to contend
with an inanimate object for her husband’s attention especially now that it is possible for the
statues to come to life. Daphne refuses to be careless like Cynisca and instead decides to nip any
type of supernatural statue activity in the bud.
While the other two women are presented as strong willed and independent, Galatea is
solely dependent on Pygmalion. When asked about the symptoms of love she is experiencing,
Galatea declares that “I have no will that his not wholly thine, / That I’ve no thought, no hope, no
enterprise, / That does not own thee as its sovereign;/ That I have, that I may live for thee, /That I
am thine- that thou and I are one!” (15). She, like the Galateas in Chapter 1, awakes to find that
Pygmalion is the center of her universe. Pygmalion is the sun, and while he may give life, he too
can burn her. She only gains her independence when the blind Pygmalion rebukes her while she
serves as stand in for Cynisca. When she realizes that he has nothing but ill will towards her, she
weeps and bids the company farewell and returns to her stone form.
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Militant Masochists: Melodrama in Gilbert’s Pygmalion and Galatea
While I have discussed the frequent role reversals within the story, I think an examination
of Pygmalion’s role as the story’s true villain is significant to not only the analysis of the play
itself but also Victorian society’s view of male infidelity. “The villain is always kept an isolated
figure rather than being cast as a larger pattern of injustice” (Vicinus 139) and what could be
more isolated than a sculptor left alone with his art. The sensational nature of Pygmalion and
Galatea along with exaggerated nature of Galatea’s innocence adds not only to the drama of the
story but also adds another layer of discussion: pain and, in turn, pleasure. Pygmalion is shown
in obvious physical pain once he is blinded by his wife, but does he really regret his actions or
relish in the moments of deviancy? How does Pygmalion’s masochism manifest within the text?
Who is the real victim in the story: Pygmalion, Galatea or someone else?
Melodrama’s “intensified emotions and apparently simple moral scheme of vice and
virtue seem to highlight, with special clarity, the pathos of the victim. And yet, melodramatic
suffering is anything but simple. Often taken for passivity, it can be a potent if encoded, form of
agency” this “popularly identified with women” (22). Ellen Bayuk Rosenman’s, along with the
traditional plot structure of melodrama, discussion presents Galatea as the obvious and ideal
victim. As Dinah Mulock Craik explains in A Woman’s Thought About Woman in 1858, a
woman is a woman because she is denoted by “one particular- she ‘loves too much.’ And loving
is so frequently, nay inevitably, identical with suffering” (203). Within the narrative of
Pygmalion, a woman can be both an overly sexual being and pure image but both of these
readings only consider the feelings and thoughts of the man viewing her. Galatea is meant to be
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seen as the virtuous one who happens to be innocent to the point of ignorance. While she does
not know how society operates or what exists outside of the studio, Galatea thinks she is in love
with Pygmalion.
In her article “Mimic Sorrows”: Masochism and the Gendering of Pain in Victorian
Melodrama”, Rosenman expounds on the definitions of both melodrama and masochism in ways
that I have found helpful for my reading of Gilbert’s Pygmalion and Galatea. Suffering and pain
are integral parts of melodrama and the Pygmalion myth. While Gilbert injects the story with
humor, the obvious heartbreak and intense emotions experienced by characters lead me to make
the connection between Rosenman’s discussion of melodrama and masochism with Gilbert’s
play. Building off the classic definition of melodrama along with Peter Brooks’, Rosenman
states that melodrama “pits absolute innocence against absolute evil and resolves this conflict by
vindicating the persecuted heroine in a “remarkable, public, spectacular homages to virtue
(Brooks 25). Melodrama’s function is to posit and make visible a moral order obscured by
unequal social relations. It does so through displays of emotion that clarify the human stakes of
ethical conflict and apportion of the audience’s sympathies in unambiguous terms” (22-23). The
power struggle between Pygmalion and Galatea eventually culminates in Galatea’s “death” and
the restoration of order.
However, in my reading of the play, I see Galatea and Pygmalion wrestling for the title of
victim. Masochism “is a performance staged by the sufferer, designed to convince an audience
that the sufferer deserves sympathy, however deeply he or she has sinned. Thus, masochistic
pain is a kind of emotional rhetoric whose aim is persuasion, designed to distract the audience
from the gratifications suffering has won” (Rosenman 24). Pygmalion needs and deserves
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sympathy because this supernatural occurrence has ruined his otherwise happy family life.
However, it is he who wished for the statue to come to life to keep him company in his wife’s
absence. Pygmalion gets everything he wants. He is essentially allowed to cheat on his wife,
receive a brief and rightfully harsh punishment, and have everything return to relative normalcy.
Galatea should be pitied for her innocence and for her being thrust into the world of the living
with no knowledge of societal procedures and expectations. However, there is still an underlying
discomfort with Galatea on the part of the reader. Women are seen by society as the more
morally upright sex and Galatea is unable to escape this fate. She teeters on the knife edge of
being both victim and culprit. She is both the one who acts and the one who is acted upon.
As we can see with the character of Pygmalion “the masochist pursues a forbidden
pleasure or agency but arranges to suffer for it, and therefore maintains moral credibility.
Suffering may function not only as a strategy but as a ruse, a cover for pleasure or power. The
masochist pursues an illicit end and enjoys it surreptitiously, but declares that he or she suffers,
and that social recriminations are unnecessary since the punishment has already been selfinflicted” (23-24, emphasis mine). Pygmalion spends the first half of the first act lamenting his
inability to create life and when Galatea comes to life, he is initially happy until he realizes the
complication in his plan: his wife. Masochistic suffering “is a show put on for the benefit of
ideology, a declaration that the masochist’s transgression is neither desired nor pleasurable, that
he or she accedes to society’s moral values even while transgressing them” (24). However,
Pygmalion’s transgression was desirable and pleasurable at the time. He seems to rest all the
blame on Galatea and therefore the gods for simply granting his wish.
Rosenman notes this “equation between loving and pain veiled sexual agency with tears
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and trembling voices, redrawing desiring women as poignant heroines who, if not exactly
pristine, were miserable enough to merit sympathy” (26) and that “because of their social role as
guardians of emotion, women are allowed to feel, and because of their prescribed weakness, they
seem bound to suffer” (25). In this sense then, all female characters are victims of both Galatea
and the unusual circumstances within the play. Cynisca falls victim to her husband’s
indiscretions. Myrine almost loses her fiancé because of Galatea’s naiveté and the
misunderstanding that it causes. Daphne discovers how easily her husband can be swayed by a
pretty face. The men seem to make it out of the play relatively unscathed. Pygmalion is reunited
with his wife and there seems to be no further punishment on her part. Whether he will punish
himself for his treatment of Galatea or not is left to the audience’s imagination.

Conclusion: The Unearthly Thing
When Mary Anderson stepped off the pedestal as Galatea in the revival of Pygmalion and
Galatea, she was a critical sensation. The London Daily Telegraph describes Anderson’s
performance at the Lyceum Theatre in 1883 as a marvelous feat:
In marble she was a statue motionless; in life she was a statue half warmed. There are
those who believe, or who try to persuade themselves, that this is all Galatea has to do- to
appear behind a curtain as a ‘pose plastique’, to make an excellent ‘tableau vivant,’ and
to wear Greek drapery, as if she had stepped down from a niche in the Acropolis. All this
Miss Mary Anderson does to perfection. She is living, breathing statue.
Anderson embodies this “living, breathing statue” and even inspires a painting of her
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performance. Miss Anderson is free to drop her mantle of Galatea and return to her life when the
curtain drops. In Gilbert’s play,
because Galatea disrupts the
“natural” order, she must, in the
end, decide that being a statue is a
better fate than living. Gilbert
creates a new Galatea but returns
her to the pedestal from whence she
came. Gilbert’s alteration of
traditional melodramatic plot
devices allows not only for more
humor but also for a critique of the
Victorian apprehension about the
portrayals of female nudity on
Figure 16: “Farewell, Pygmalion Farewell”, Painting of Mary Anderson by
Sir Lawrence Alma Tadema

stage. The female body not
only disrupts societal

structures, but, as George Bernard Shaw exemplifies, also reinvents them through the
performance of class.
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SHAW AND THE FLOWER GIRL: THE SCULPTING OF ELIZA IN PYGMALION

“What gives the myth an operative value is that the specific pattern described is everlasting: it
explains the present and the past as well as the future.” - Claude Lévi-Strauss in “The Structural
Study of Myth”

“He treats me as if I was dirt”- Eliza Doolittle, Act II of Pygmalion

“Many persons are more comfortable when they are dirty than when they are clean; but that does
not recommend dirt as a national policy.”- George Bernard Shaw in his introduction to Mrs.
Warren’s Profession

Buy Low, Sell High
As seen in the aforementioned discussion of the Pygmalion myth, Lévi-Strauss’ “specific
pattern” keeps reappearing: a lonely man creates a statue of a woman that miraculously comes to
life. However, the element that Galatea was actually created to be sold to someone else appears
in later retellings of the myth. Within Gilbert’s presentation of the Pygmalion myth, the buying
and selling of Galatea takes a backseat to the power struggle between the characters. However, in
his “Romance in Five Acts”, George Bernard Shaw places buying and selling at the forefront
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through not only Higgins’ interactions with Doolittle but also through his crafting of Eliza into a
duchess he can sell to the public as a
genuine member of the aristocracy.
Shaw’s Pygmalion is now a professor of
phonetics and his Galatea a shabby street
seller determined to rise above her
circumstances. However, Shaw’s selfdubbed romance does not provide the
happy ending that the audience craves.
Higgins transforms Eliza into a lady and
accidentally causes another man to buy
his ‘duchess’ and fall in love with her.
Shaw’s original version attempts to leave
Eliza’s romantic life ambiguous following
the grand experiment, but in reaction to
Poster from the first English production, 1914. Note the
emphasis of Higgins, who takes up a majority of poster, as
he towers over Eliza, who is relegated to the corner.

20

various productions making it quite clear
to the audience that Higgins and Eliza
end up together20, Shaw ends up not only

The most famous of these is the London premiere in 1914 directed by Shaw himself featuring
Sir Herbert Beerbhom Tree and Mrs. Patrick Campbell in the roles of Higgins and Eliza,
respectively. Shaw returns for the 100th performance and watches in horror as Tree’s Higgins
goes to the window and throws a bouquet of flowers down to Campbell’s Eliza. Tree insisted
that his “ending makes money; you ought to be grateful." Shaw replied, "Your ending is
damnable; you ought to be shot." Shaw, Bernard, edited by Dan H. Laurence. Collected Letters
vol. III: 1911–1925, p. 160
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rewriting the script to include optional scenes he wrote for the 1938 film screenplay and adding
an addendum to the end of play where he insists that it is Freddy, not Higgins, that Eliza will
marry. This invites the question as to why Shaw would name the play Pygmalion if he insists that
Pygmalion should not be united with Galatea at the conclusion of the play? How will Pygmalion
react if the woman he has molded rejects him? I not only wish to explore this rejection of
romance further but also discuss the use of the flower girl character, an ever-present figure so
associated with suspicion and prostitution, and the connection between class divides and moral
and physical cleanliness in Victorian society. Eliza’s liminality leaves her more doll than human.
She realizes that now she can never return to Lisson Grove. Higgins has pulled her up from the
gutter to make her a lady, but because of her low born station, she is not truly equipped to do
anything more than play the part of the lady.

The Proto-Eliza: Flower Girls in Other Genres
The flower girl moves through the backdrop of the city square, rather unnoticed by
passersby as she attempts to sell her basketful of flowers. Kristina Huneault reports that flower
girls became “topographically immersed and connected [with London]. Within the metropolis, it
would seem, the flower-girl was omnipresent” (53). This unassuming street seller is who Shaw
chooses to carry the narrative of his story but why? How are flower girls viewed by Victorians?
Works like C.W.C.’s poem “The Flower Girl” feature rhyming couplets listing different types of
flowers as the speaker plods through a field full of wild flowers or a sappy attempt to compare a
desirable woman to flowers themselves or present a romanticized version of the flower girl.
However, the lives of these flower sellers are not the pastoral dreamscape that one would
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imagine. Instead, these women are often forced to be financially independent from a young age
in an effort to support themselves and sometimes their entire families. Works that precede or are
contemporary with Shaw’s Pygmalion provide a better context for Eliza’s circumstances
especially in regards to the representation of the flower girl as part of the city’s landscape and
how being part of the city scenery leads to exploitation of these women’s circumstances.
In her poem “The Flower-Seller” Dinah Maria Mulock Craik, writing in 1881 under the
pseudonym of John Halifax, describes two friends observing an old man peddling flowers on the
street and how moved they are at the sight of him. The narrator laments the fact that the poor
children of London have never seen fields or flowers except for those sold by merchants in the
street. The narrator asks the other character Lizzie if they should buy a flower for “the ragged
girl…/ With those wistful eyes, half wondering what/ primroses may be” (15-17). The “pretty
flowers’ strange faces in the dreary London street” make the narrator see how fleeting life is and
the poems ends with the narrator instructing Lizzie to “call the old man, and we’ll buy his basket
all” (30). Flowers and poor street sellers, especially female ones, invoke an emotional response
because of how common these street vendors are. They become part of the landscape like
lampposts or storefronts. Once they are given a voice, their humanity and struggle to survive
comes to light.
An essay of The London Journal; and Weekly Record of Literature, Science and Art from
1868 entitled “Girls of the Period-The Flower Girl” telegraphs the journal’s eventual
transformation into a woman’s magazine and brings forward a familiar description of the flower
girl. The author begins the piece with a discussion of women’s suffrage and questions how men
can keep women in a station of ignorance and powerlessness. The author then shifts the focus to
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the image of the flower girl in what reads as an almost perfect characterization of Eliza from
Pygmalion and how the loss of innocence by the flower girl falls on the heads of those would
criticize her. The author writes:
The London Flower Girl is not being cast in this sentimental mould. There is no bright
bloom about her face or figure. There is also a total absence of the sweet simplicity that is
supposed to be an attribute of an attendant of Flora. On the contrary, being town-bred,
she is, as a matter of course, pert and defiant, bold-eyed, sometimes saucy- in fact, no
better than what one in her position could be expect. But the little girl of the London
streets is human. She is one of Christ’s family, and, although lacking the meekness of the
Madonna, often presents something of Helen’s beauty in her weather-tanned brow…The
Flower Girl belongs to the streets; but not in the castaway sense that makes cowards of
men, and brings the cold blood of repulsion to the pure cheeks of the real Girl of the
Period. She, poor thing, plies her vocation on the hard highway, bristling with busy
crowds, in which she mingles with the freedom bred of the confidence ever inspired by
honest poverty- a poverty which is all the world to her, for she never knew any other
condition. Her personal appearance is not unattractive, considering her station and
breeding…Her attire, course in quality and scanty in material, however, has some
neatness about its putting on and wearing which plainly shows that incipient little woman
is far from being insensible to the leading instincts of her sex…the Flower Girl herself is
an object of speculative interest. Although she herself lacks refinement, although her
speech be not over musical, and there is something weird-like in her wistful eyes, and yet
there is something in, about, and clinging to her which wins upon the appreciative sense
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of the most churlish (237-238, emphasis mine).
The author condemns those who want to act like Pharisees (238) hurling stones at these girls and
women who are simply trying to survive their lot in life. While her behavior may “[bring] the
cold blood of repulsion to the pure cheeks of the real Girl of the Period” (237), the flower girl
actually has more freedom than those who would cast judgement on her. She is able to move
more freely about town because of her vocation and the author insists that her poverty has made
her more confident in her dealings with people. However, honest poverty makes her vulnerable
to predators who see her class an indicator of how she can be treated. The author is careful to
differentiate the flower girl from other women of the street by reminding the reader that while
she maybe “bold-faced” like Gilbert’s Galatea, she is still “human” and a member of “Christ’s
family”. Her so called freedom and independence comes at a steep price: the constant threat to
her safety at the hands of strange men.
While the following two poems to do not clearly place their flower girls into danger, the
undertones of young girls selling on the streets along with The London Journal’s description of
the flower girl does create concern. Hannah Flagg Gould’s 1850 poem “The Flower-Girl” speaks
from the perspective of the flower girl as she calls to passersby to buy her flowers. Gould’s first
stanza presents a lovely pastoral image of a young girl gathering her flowers for market. She
describes the girl picking the flowers from her own garden and roaming around the places where
the sun “[peeps] o’er the hills, /And smiled on valleys and streams” where she “gathered flowers
by the rills, /That show like gold in his [the sun’s] beams” (5-8). The second stanza shifts tonally
with a series of rhetorical questions that bring up issues of not only the divine but also mortality.
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When thinking about flowers, the girl notes that “a flower but once made to live,/ And pour
sweet spice from its heart,/ Though now it were dead, I'd not give/ For all the mimics of art!”
(17-20). To her, flowers are the most beautiful part of creation, but their worth is only brought
about by their death. Nature provides for their lives while the city allows “children [of London]
cry for their bread” (22-24). Once our narrator’s flowers are sold she returns home to her mother
who compares the money she has earned to Biblical manna from heaven (31-32). The girl will
spend her night dreaming of “Paradise bowers” where her presumably dead father has been
blessed with the gift of seeing “Him who gives us the flowers!” (34-36). While this poem is not
terribly long, the imagery and shift of tone at the volta creates not only a powerful image of the
street girl herself but also her social circumstances. Without a father, she and, presumably, her
mother are thrust into the work force in order to survive. The poem is not clear as to whether the
mother works or if they subsist completely off of what the young girl is able to bring home.
Much like Eliza, this young woman must work to support herself because there is no man to
provide for her.
Edith Nesbit’s 1893 “The Flower Girl” also features a daughter who works as a flower
girl, but she loses the sunny demeanor, and the poem offers a social commentary on the plight of
the flower girl. Nesbit’s flower girl is given the name of Jessie Brown and plenty of
responsibility. In a mere sixteen lines, we learn not only that Jessie’s mother is sick but that
Jessie has been forced to become the primary breadwinner and housekeeper. Nesbit notes that
since Jessie’s mother is ill “Jessie always makes haste home,/ And never stops to play” (7-8).
However, the tone of the poem is not necessarily all doom and gloom. Jessie’s premature
adulthood has made her wiser and “she knows a thousand useful things/ Rich children never
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know” because “she found them out herself, because/ She loved her mother so!” (13-16).
However, whether the nature of these “thousand(s) of useful things” is sinister or not is not made
explicitly clear. Nesbit portrays Jessie as a strong young woman who can survive because love
for her mother is what gives her strength. Both Jessie and Gould’s nameless flower girl work
hard because they have no other choice. Without the income of their flower selling, they, along
with their mothers, would face the workhouse or the possibility of being forced to wander the
streets much like the orphaned flower girl that De Burghe describes21. De Burghe relates the
story of the miserable condition of a flower girl, who he describes as the “form such as a painter
might have chosen for a youthful Venus” (220), selling on the street who in turn is adopted into a
loving family and goes on to live a happy life. De Burghe along with The London Journal
advocate for social reforms to help rehabilitate the lives of these “poor [orphans] of the haymarket” (221) as opposed to condemning them to a life of poverty and immorality.
“I’m a good girl”: Flower Girls, Painting, and Selling in Pygmalion
Eliza Doolittle also wishes to find better life off of the streets. In both the first and second
act of Pygmalion Eliza repeatedly asserts that she is a “good girl” when she finds herself in
situations where, what Alfred Doolittle would characterize as her “middle class morality” (220)
is questioned. Eliza insists that she is simply selling flowers and not herself. Pygmalion is not
Shaw’s first foray into the world of “middle class morality.” Written almost twenty years before,
Mrs. Warren’s Profession centers around a young woman learning her absentee mother is the

21

The Evening Fire-Side or Literary Miscellany, July 12, 1806. The author’s name is only listed as De Burghe so I
will use male pronouns when discussing the author.
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proprietor of multiple brothels across Europe. Censorship disputes with the Lord Chamberlain22
led to the play not being performed in Britain for almost ten years. Shaw attributes this delay to
his refusal to portray prostitution as something that it is not.23 Shaw goes on to praise works like
his and Ibsen’s because he sees that their dramatic method is so effective that “I have no doubt I
shall at last persuade even London to take its conscience and its brains with it when it goes to the
theatre, instead of leaving them at home with its prayer-book as it does at present.” Shaw brings
forward the intrinsic ties between street selling and selling of the body in a subtler way within
Pygmalion through the choice of the flower girl, an occupation riddled with the notion of selling
more than flowers, for Eliza makes sense. She knows that women in her occupation may be
selling more than flowers. Eliza insists from the steps of St. Paul’s to the chair in Higgins library
that she is a “good girl” and that she intends to remain one. In his introduction to Mrs. Warren’s
Profession one could “play Mrs. Warren’s Profession to an audience of clerical members of the
Christian Social Union and of women well experienced in Rescue, Temperance, and Girls’ Club
work, and no moral panic will arise; every man and woman present will know that as long as
poverty makes virtue hideous and the spare pocket-money of rich bachelordom makes vice
dazzling, their daily hand-to-hand fight against prostitution with prayer and persuasion, shelters

22

See Shaw’s extensive introduction to Mrs. Warren’s Profession for more on the dispute with
the Lord Chamberlain
23

Shaw writes in his introduction to Mrs. Warren’s Profession that censors are more
accommodating to the portrayal of prostitution on the stage “only when they are beautiful,
exquisitely dressed, and sumptuously lodged and fed; also that they shall, at the end of the play,
die of consumption to the sympathetic tears of the whole audience, or step into the next room to
commit suicide, or at least be turned out by their protectors and passed on to be “redeemed” by
old and faithful lovers who have adored them in spite of their levities.”
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and scanty alms, will be a losing one.” As long as poverty and inequality exists, the work of
these philanthropic organizations will never be finished. Shaw’s presentation of Eliza is not only
a jab at social purity movements24 of the time but also a portrayal of how concerns about survival
trumps morality within the lower classes in Victorian England.
While Shaw’s group waits out the rain under the cover of St. Paul’s, Higgins furiously
takes notes on how each member of the company speaks. A bystander notices this and feels the
need to inform
Eliza that Higgins
may be a
plainclothes
officer. This
revelation
immediately sends
Eliza into a tizzy
and causes her to
commence with
Figure 18: Violets (Flower Girl)- Alfred Munning, 1904

making such

terrible noises that Higgins reprimands her and insists that she remember her humanity (206).

24

In the introduction to Mrs. Warren’s Profession, Shaw asserts that “there was a time when
they were able to urge that though “the white-lead factory where Anne Jane was poisoned” may
be a far more terrible place than Mrs. Warren’s house, yet hell is still more dreadful. Nowadays
they no longer believe in hell; and the girls among whom they are working know that they do not
believe in it, and would laugh at them if they did.”
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Julie A. Sparks describes Eliza’s outbursts as reminiscent of Ophelia in Hamlet as she “passes
out flowers to the assembled members of the court, who stand by shocked at her disheveled
appearance and wild manner” (161). But why does Eliza make such a fuss? Modern readers
would see this as a gross over-reaction. For Eliza, however, the prospect of being accused of
solicitation could bring the life as she knows it to an end.
Within Victorian society, the figure of the flower girl sways between a figure that needs
to be saved from her current station for fear that her poverty will lead to prostitution and one who
has triumphed over her circumstances by working to earn an honest living. For Huneault, the
pervasiveness of the flower girl exemplified the expansion of women into the workforce, most of
the time out of necessity, but also shows the intermingling of classes:
Portrayed by artists as selling her wares in Piccadilly Circus or Trafalgar Square,
the flower-girl was not apart from, but a part of the heart of modern city. Though
she was sometimes spatially and/or compositionally marginalized…she remained
linked to the mainstream of an urban society which was still predominantly
conceived in terms of the interests and activities of the middle classes (54,
emphasis original).
Huneault also discusses flower girls are seen as “passive recipients rather than active
participants” so this perceived passivity allows them to appear more feminine than their shop girl
counterparts and leads to the assumption that they are malleable to the wants and tastes of those
who seek to provide them with assistance or harm (55).
This malleability makes someone such as Eliza a perfect candidate for Higgins’
phonological experiments. However, the specter of ill-will and prostitution lies heavy over their
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relationship from the beginning.
The association of women selling
their wares, specifically flower
girls, is riddled with double
entendre. Portrayals of flower girls
in art, such as Alfred Munnings’
1904 work Violets (Flower Girl) or
Walter Russell’s The Flower Girl,
present us with more sexualized
images of the fictionalized flower
girl. Munnings’ painting features a
darkly clothed flower seller wearing
a large dark hat and presenting a
Figure 19: The Flower Girl- Walter Russell, 1938

large basket of flowers to the
viewer. The brightly colored

flowers immediately take the focus of the audience but the posture of the flower girl herself
warrants discussion. Huneault notes that the woman’s “gesture suggests that she offers herself as
much as her wares for inspection” and that the “timidity associated with violets is ironically
subverted by the flower-girl’s direct gaze and bodily presentation” that invites a “double-edged
invitation” (59). Russell’s flower girl presents a literally more stripped down version of the
flower girl.
Unlike Munnings’ depiction, Russell’s flower girl is presented from the knee up, legs
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spread, hand on hip, and with a partially unbuttoned chemise. Flowers are no longer the focus as
her basket has been relegated to the corner of the image. This woman is not part of the public
landscape like the violet seller and is instead painted in an intimate interior setting. She too looks
directly at the viewer but her look carries an air of confidence supported by her playful yet
powerful positioning of her hands on her hips. This overtly sexualized flower girl connects
between selling flowers and selling her body even stronger and casts a shadow of selling flesh
instead of flowers onto Eliza. This idea of selling more than just flowers permeates the
interactions between the Eynsford Hill women and Eliza on the steps of St. Paul’s and rouses
Mrs. Pearce’s sensibilities in Higgins’ library.
Eliza’s flower selling seems to be ruined by the storm at the opening of the play. Shaw
brings Eliza in a literal flash of light and specifically lists in the stage directions that there is to
not only be a storm raging but for Eliza and Freddy to collide simultaneously with a crash of
thunder and lightning. The contents of Eliza’s basket scatter and she spends the next few minutes
attempt to rearrange them properly. When she addresses Freddy by his name, his mother
instantly becomes suspicious. Mrs. Eynsford Hill draws the conclusion that only way Eliza
would be able to know Freddy’s name is if they had previously met and the only possible way
that could happen would be if Eliza is a prostitute. Mrs. Eynsford Hill resorts to what can be
construed as bribery in an attempt to make Eliza reveal how she knows her son’s name. Eliza
protests that she said it offhandedly and does not know him. Clara chides her mother for not only
wasting money but for also insinuating that Freddy would fraternize with prostitutes (199).
Eliza’s straightforward interactions with Freddy’s mother and sister perk Higgins’
interest and he begins taking notes. When Pickering presents her with money but receives no
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flower in return, a bystander intervenes and warns Eliza of what he perceives Higgins has
noticed and is noting in his notebook. Even the hint of an accusation sends Eliza into a fit of tears
and screams. She feels the need the repeatedly assert her innocence by continually referring to
herself as a “respectable girl” (200) and a “good girl” (203). Eliza will go on to assert that she is
“a good girl” another six times in Act II. She even goes as far to vocalize her concerns about how
she will now be perceived: “He’s no right to take away my character. My character is the same
to me as any lady’s” (204, emphasis mine). For Eliza, character is not linked to class but rather to
sexual morality. Her station, in the eyes of the upper classes like the Eynesford-Hills,
automatically makes her occupation unsavory. Respectability for the flower girl is fragile so it is
essential that she play by the rules and avoid accusations of prostitution.
Shaw reinforces the theme of buying and selling in regards to prostitution in the first act
only to bring it up again in Act II when Alfred Doolittle offers to sell Eliza to Higgins for £5.
Like Gilbert’s Pygmalion, Higgins intended to create a product that he can sell to the world but
instead realizes his Galatea has her own mind and wants to make her own decisions. Doolittle
arrives in a state of phony indignation in an attempt to retrieve his daughter but in the end, he
sells her to Higgins for a small amount despite being offered more. In her article “Parodying the
£5 Virgin: Bernard Shaw and the Playing of Pygmalion”, Celia Marshik discusses the real-world
example that may have inspired the “selling” of Eliza. According to Marshik, the exchange
between Higgins and Doolittle, while meant to be seen as a commentary on the greed of
Doolittle, is a direct critique of the social purity movement of the 1880s, specifically the efforts
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of William T. Stead25. Stead wrote an exposé, later entitled the “Maiden Tribute of Modern
Babylon”, on the perils that working class women face with regard to preserving and protecting
their virginity and pervasiveness of child prostitution. The Criminal Law Amendment Act of
1885 “raised the age of consent from thirteen to sixteen and facilitated prosecutions of brothelkeepers and prostitutes” (322). While the law was a direct product of his efforts, it did not satisfy
Stead. Stead’s exposé focused on a young girl named ‘Lily’ who was sold to an unknown man
for £5 and eventually sold to a brothel. However, the entire situation was fictionalized and it was
actually Stead who purchased the girl; thankfully she was not seduced but placed in the care of
the Salvation Army (323). Shaw was initially a fan of Stead but once the story broke that Stead
was the one who actually purchased ‘Lily’, Shaw became less of a supporter of social purity
movements especially in regards to theatre. Shaw saw that theatre could be a useful tool of
reform (324) so he uses Eliza to highlight this contemporary example of selling woman. While
Shaw may have moved on from social purity movements, he continued to use theatre as means to
educate the masses on issues he found important especially with regard to the treatment of the
poor. He rails in Mrs. Warren’s Profession that “fortunately, Shaw cannot be silenced. ‘The
harlot’s cry from street to street’ is louder than the voices of all the kings. I am not dependent on
25

See Judith R. Walkowitz’s book City of Dreadful Delight: Narratives of Sexual Danger in
Late-Victorian London. Walkowitz discusses Josephine Butler, among others, who fought to
have the Contagious Diseases Acts abolished and notes the speech a young prostitute gave at the
insistence of Butler: “It is men, only men, from the first to the last that we have to do with! To
please a man I did wrong at first, then I was flung about from man to man. Men police lay hands
on us. By men we are examined, handled, doctored. In the hospital it is a man again who makes
prayer and reads the Bible for us. We are had up before magistrates who are men, and we never
get out of the hands of men till we die!” (Walkowitz 92).
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the theatre, and cannot be starved into making my play a standing advertisement of the attractive
side of Mrs. Warren’s business.” Shaw refuses to show prostitution or selling flowers on the
street as something glamorous and instead chooses to portray them as the hard, miserable lives
that they are.
Eliza’s pleas for the acknowledgment of her respectability bleed over into Act II, and her
blatant mistrust of men comes to the forefront, especially with regard to Higgins’ intentions. She
arrives in a cab, which in her mind is a representation of how much of a lady she is, willing to
pay for her elocution lessons. What Higgins refers to as Eliza’s “Lisson Grove prudery” (216) is
really her survival mechanism. With a father like Alfred Doolittle, Eliza has an innate mistrust of
men. When Higgins offers her a chocolate, she initially refuses him and asserts the she has
“heard of girls being drugged by the likes of you” (219) so Higgins ends up cutting the candy in
half and eating a piece himself. Eliza has been abandoned by her family (217) and later informs
Higgins that she “could have been a bad girl if [she’d] liked. I’ve seen more of some things than
you, for all your learning” (278, emphasis mine). Eliza rebuffs Higgins’ familial sentiment and
scoffs that the only reason her father came for her “was to touch you for some money to get
drunk on” (233). She knows her father is not respectable and, despite claiming to be a dustman,
his real profession is pickpocketing (234). Eliza has seen the dark depths of humanity and simply
wants to crawl out of the gutter that Higgins keeps reminding her she is in so often. When
Higgins rails at her for being ungrateful and wanting to leave the new life he thinks he has
created for her, he tells her that she will “work til you’re more a brute than a human being; and
then cuddle and squabble and drink till you fall asleep. Oh, it’s a fine life, the life of the gutter.
It’s real: it’s warm: it’s violent: you can feel it through the thickest skin: you can taste it and
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smell it without any training or any work” (278-279, emphasis mine). Eliza is not the “supremely
malleable urban material” (Huneault 57) that Higgins initially hoped for. Once Eliza’s
transformation is deemed complete, Higgins questions her despair and tries to lift her spirits by
assuring her that she can “find some chap or other” who will marry her. “We were above that at
the corner of Tottenham Court Road”, she says. “I sold flowers. I didn’t sell myself. Now you’ve
made a lady of me I’m not fit to sell anything else” (257). Even the poor are above selling
themselves. Higgins thinks by teaching Eliza how to speak in a more genteel manner he has
revolutionized her life. He does not consider the harsh reality that she is not trained in any type
of employment aside from selling her wares.
As Nicholas Grene notes “a lady is only a flower-girl plus six months of phonetic
training, [and] a gentleman only a dustman with money26” (108). For Grene, and to an extent
Shaw, class is performance. Anyone can be trained to act or speak a certain way or be dressed in
a more fashionable way. Eliza is able to learn the social mores and perform the role of a lady in a
way that convinces all those oblivious to her heritage that she is indeed a member of the upper
classes. Eliza has experienced firsthand that pronunciation and words greatly affect how a person
is treated. W.H. Savage notes in The Vulgarisms and Improprieties of the English Language that
pronunciation is the “talisman that will enforce admiration or beget contempt; that will produce
esteem or preclude friendship; that will bar the door or make portals fly open” (iv-v). The

26

George Gissing writes in his novel New Grub Street that “the London work-girl is rarely
capable of raising herself, or being raised, to a place in life above that to which she was born; she
cannot learn how to stand and sit and move like a woman bred to refinement, any more than she
can fashion her tongue to graceful speech” (154). Gissing’s argument is steeped in an emphasis
of nature over nurture which Shaw explicitly rails against within Pygmalion in favor of science
and the consideration of social and economic circumstances.
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“linguistic shibboleth” (Mugglestone 376) that Higgins focuses on largely, especially within My
Fair Lady, is Eliza’s propensity for /h/ dropping and pronouncing words like flowers and paying
as flahrz and pyin respectively. Higgins argues that Eliza is a “human being with a soul and the
divine gift of articulate speech” (206) but, for Higgins, the class distinction could not be more
evident in her speech and, in turn, his own descriptions of her such as “a squashed cabbage leaf”
(269), “a draggle-tailed guttersnipe”, “deliciously low” and “horribly dirty” (215). Eliza may be
“human” according to Higgins but he describes her as something almost subhuman. The change
in Eliza’s linguistic ability ends up having more severe social consequences that either she or
Higgins imagined. Eliza may speak like a lady but she has not had a lady’s education. She has no
formal training in a trade and her voice will now preclude her from returning to her previous
employment. Eliza confronts Higgins and stresses that “when a child is brought to a foreign
country, it picks up the language in a few weeks, and forgets its own. Well, I am a child of your
country. I have forgotten my own language, and can speak nothing but yours” (271). Eliza’s
mind and speech may have been something Higgins could mold and change to his liking like
Pygmalion and his ivory maid but he has forgotten one important detail: he cannot change the
world and how Eliza functions within it.
Deliciously Low and Horribly Dirty
Shaw’s choice to have Eliza be a flower girl not only conjures up images of prostitution
but also that of the London slums27 themselves. Why would a fairly well off phonetics teacher
27

H.J. Dyos, an urban historian, argues that the word “slum” has “no fixity” in regards to
meaning and during the time period was “used in effect for a whole range of social and political
purposes” (132).
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choose to acquire a street seller as a subject for study as well as a student? One answer is that it
is Eliza’s spunk and determination that fascinates Higgins. I wish to posit that Higgins’ along
with Shaw’s choice of this flower girl boils down to one simple idea: experiencing poverty upclose intrigued wealthy Victorians. While this statement may sound backwards, examination of
Victorian tourism along with class voyeurism and philanthropy make this idea seem much more
plausible. In his book, Slumming: Sexual and Social Politics in Victorian London, Seth Koven
dives into the industry of slum tours and the aristocratic fascination with the poor. While the idea
of travelling to another part of the city to see how the other half lives does not strike the modern
reader as something fun or enjoyable, Victorian philanthropists felt that the only way to
understand the poor was to live as they do. Some even went so far as to disguise themselves and
live amongst what would be considered the undesirables. Koven even notes an incident in 1670
in which “the Queen and the Duchesses of Richmond and Buckingham caused a public uproar
when they disguised themselves as “country lasses” at Bartholomew Fair to mingle undetected
with the common people” but were quickly discovered and pursued by an angry mob (5). Eliza’s
performances as both flower girl and duchess rely on her clothes matching the part she plays.
Higgins must burn her old clothes in order for his ruse to work. Passing for a class other than
one’s own requires transforming oneself and the easiest transformation relies on clothing and of
course cleanliness.
When considering the slums of London, images of tenement houses, derelict dance halls,
and general uncleanliness come to mind. While this image is often quite true, many do not take
the time to consider the business of tourism. Tourism in regards to the wealthy coming to gaze at
the poor is symptomatic of what author Henry James calls the Victorians’ “unconsummated and
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unacknowledged desires for all sorts of taboo intimacies between rich and poor, the clean and
dirty, the virtuous and the verminous, men and women, women and women, and men and men”
(184-185). James is referring to what James Granville Adderley would phrase in English
Illustrated Magazine as “fashionable slumming” in which the wealthy came to the docks or
Whitechapel or Poplar to gawk at the poor for something that they may share with the guests at
their next dinner party (841). Slumming excursions by the rich “encouraged some observers to
trivialize poverty, transform it into self-serving entertainment, and perpetuate absurd
misconceptions about the savagery of the poor. It (fashionable slumming) disguised prurient
curiosity in the garb of social altruism” (Koven 7). For aristocrats “slums were anarchic, distant
outposts of empire peopled by violent and primitive races; but they were also conveniently close,
only a short stroll from the Bank of England and St. Paul’s, inhabited by Christian brothers and
sisters. They were prosaically dull and dangerously carnivalesque” (4). Eliza’s own Covent
Garden is not a far walk from St. Paul’s.
The most obvious marker for class distinction is of course dirt. Shaw makes Eliza’s class
quite clear in his initial description of her in the stage directions:
She wears a little sailor hat of black straw that has long been exposed to the dust and soot
of London and has seldom if ever been brushed. Her hair needs washing rather badly; its
mousy color can hardly be natural...She is no doubt as clean as she can be; but
compared to the ladies she is very dirty. Her features are no worse than theirs; but [her
features] condition leaves something to be desired; and she needs the services of a dentist
(198-199, emphasis mine).
Shaw creates a strong visible juxtaposition of the Eynesford-Hill women and Eliza by not only
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having them tower over her while she rearranges her flowers but also by having them be so
strikingly clean in spite of the rain. Eliza’s inherent dirtiness comes up again in Act II. Once she
decides to entrust herself into Higgins’ care, Mrs. Pearce is promptly instructed to clean Eliza
and burn her clothes (215). In what Koven calls the “most famous bath scene in British
literature” (41), there is an underlying sexual tension along with class rigidity28. As mentioned
earlier, Shaw has made it quite clear that the character of Eliza is to appear quite dirty so to a
modern audience Higgins’ insistence that she bathe does not seem untoward. However, Mrs.
Pearce has quite a strong reaction and insists that the nature of this arrangement is highly
inappropriate. “What upper-class Higgins insists is merely a matter of basic cleanliness, Eliza
and… Mrs. Pearce, construe as an immoral violation of her bodily privacy worthy of police
intervention” (41). As part of the Contagious Diseases Acts (1866), one of the tests to prove a
woman was not a prostitute was to strip her down and examine her body. Shaw writes in his
introduction for Mrs. Warren’s Profession that “I [am not] prepared to accept the verdict of the
medical gentlemen who would compulsorily sanitate and register Mrs. Warren, whilst leaving
Mrs. Warren’s patrons, especially her military patrons, free to destroy her health and anybody
else’s without fear of reprisals.” Higgins, through Mrs. Pearce, serves as both judge and jury
when it comes to Eliza’s body. Her dirty body must be examined and transformed through
cleaning if she wants to be seen as a lady. Koven explains that
Dirt was emphatically political in nineteenth-century Britain. Abetted by the rapid growth

28

This scene is present in the 1941 version of the play as it was added from the 1938 screenplay
and can be seen in My Fair Lady. However, in the original version, all bathing and clothes
burning takes place offstage.
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of the sciences of social statistics and hygiene, a host of men and women- politicians,
civil servants, clergymen, doctors, and male and female philanthropists- turned to state
and local government and private initiatives to contain and combat dirt. Traditional
histories of public health, protective labor legislation, housing and slum clearance, the
medical inspection of school children, and the provision of rate funded school baths
celebrate the gradual but inexorable victory of the bureaucratic forces of order over the
chaos of produced by unregulated industrial capitalism and urbanization (185).
Koven shares the experience of Mary Higgs, “the middle-class widow of a Manchester
clergyman” for whom “the homeless poor she met while disguised as a tramp were literally
vestiges of an uncivilized past.” “Higgs’s incognito inquiry into female tramp life demonstrated
first, that dirt could and did control poor women’s economic fortunes, and second, that the
economics of dirt were closely bound up with laboring women’s sexual vulnerability” (188). Dirt
made women more susceptible to exploitation and was “a literal and figurative marker of a
woman’s economic and sexual status” (189). Dirt has become a visual marker for class in
particular slum dwellers. In turn, the physical, visible dirt on Eliza is seen as an indicator of the
internal dirt and moral uncleanliness which can only be removed by abandoning her former life
and surrendering herself to the bath and her clothes to the fire.
For Eliza, the desire to remove herself from the slums and her life as flower girl pushes
her into Higgins’ arms but Shaw does not allow her to remain there for long. As noted earlier,
Shaw was extremely upset to see Tree and Campbell alter his ending. He goes on to write not
only the 1938 movie screenplay but also include an epilogue to the play where he makes it
abundantly clear that Eliza can, will, and must marry Freddy even though Shaw makes it quite
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clear that their marriage will not be an easy one29. Shaw puts plainly that “Galatea never does
quite like Pygmalion: his relation to her is too godlike to be altogether agreeable” (295).
However, Milton Crane notes in his article “Pygmalion: Bernard Shaw’s Dramatic
Theory and Practice” that
the celebrated- or notorious- ending of Pygmalion, with its ambiguity about the future of
Liza and Higgins, has of course been explained at length and with vigor by Shaw in his
Epilogue to the published play. Liza was to marry Freddy, because psychology and
sociology demanded it. She could not possibly marry Higgins; she was too sensible, and
he too much attached to his mother. It must be so, since Shaw tells us so. But what then
becomes of that important element in the play which is symbolized by the title?
Pygmalion creates Galatea, yes; but Pygmalion is also the victim of his own creation. The
Higgins who plucked the “squashed cabbage leaf” out of her squalor is a comic
protagonist in the classic pattern of satirical comedy. He must do more than merely
recognize Liza’s independence of him; he must himself become dependent up her; he
must, in short, be brought to the realization that he loves her (882).
In My Fair Lady, Lerner and Loewe allow him to come to this realization through song. “I’ve
Grown Accustomed to Her Face” features Higgins hurrying home while swaying between
admiration for Eliza and seething with rage that she would leave him.

29

While Freddy and Eliza do acquire that flower shop, Shaw notes that they struggle to find their
way because neither are really qualified to run any type of shop. Without the help of Colonel
Pickering, they would both be lost (291-292).
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Figure 20: “I’ve grown accustomed to her face.”

He is accustomed “to the tune that/ She whistles night and noon./ Her smiles, her frowns/ Her
ups, her downs.” He even predicts what a marriage with Freddy would be like:
I can see her now, Mrs. Freddy Eynsford-Hill
In a wretched little flat above a store.
I can see her now, not a penny in the till,
And a bill collector beating at the door.
She'll try to teach the things I taught her,
And end up selling flowers instead.
Begging for her bread and water,
While her husband has his breakfast in bed.
In a year, or so, when she's prematurely grey,
And the blossom in her cheek has turned to chalk.
She'll come home, and lo, he'll have upped and run away
With a social-climbing heiress from New York.
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Poor Eliza. How simply frightful!
How humiliating! How delightful! (Act II, scene 6, emphasis mine)
However, this cynical feeling does not last long. When Higgins finally makes it in the door, he
turns on the recording of Eliza’s voice. Higgins discovers Eliza has followed him home and the
stage directions keep him confined to the stool he is sitting on:
Higgins straightens up. If he could but let himself, his face would radiate unmistakable
relief and joy. If he could but let himself, he would run to her. Instead, he leans back with
a contented sigh pushing his hat forward till it almost covers his face.
Recalling their earlier fight, Higgins asks Eliza where his slippers are. The musical ends with
“tears in Eliza’s eyes. She understands.” In her article “Shaw’s Pygmalion: The Play’s the
Thing”, Jean Reynolds asserts that, like Gilbert, “Shaw took pains to ensure that audiences catch
his allusion to Cinderella and Galatea- but then he denied us the pleasure of their fairy-tale
endings” (241). Movies, various theatre productions, and even the musical insist that Higgins and
Eliza should and must end up together. However, I, like Reynolds, think that “perhaps Shaw’s
mission in Pygmalion was not merely to awaken us from our social illusions: he also sought to
awaken us from our illusions about the romantic theater, where problems magically resolve
themselves in the wink of an eye, and love overcomes every obstacle” (244). If theatre is meant
to reflect the real world, every ending cannot be happy.
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Figure 21: “Eliza, where the devil are my slippers?”

Conclusion: Garage Sale, The Buying of Dirty Things
Eliza’s performance of class now serves a form of televised entertainment. The television
show “Victorian Slum House”, a production of PBS and the BBC, places modern day Londoners
in a slum house in which they must live through a different decade each week. This reality show
offers no prize, simply an experience. Aided by historians, each person is dressed in Victorian
garb, given a space in the slum house to live, and each family is given a specific role to play
within the slum such as a grocer, rent collector, or tailor. As the years progress, conditions for
the families improve but the changes are often startling. In the episode focusing on the 1880s, the
rent collector Andy brings in a group of modern slum tourists to visit each room of the building
as they take pictures of and question the residents. This invasion of privacy infuriates some
residents who do not see any monetary benefit from this venture. While this cannot be seen as a
complete recreation of the actual conditions of a Victorian slum, the feelings of the participants
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must mirror those of the original slum dwellers. Inhabitants are treated more like animals in a
zoo rather than people.
The view of the lower classes and poor as something less than human is what Shaw
criticizes within Pygmalion. Eliza is the clay which Higgins attempts to mold into his own image
much like the well-meaning Victorian philanthropists. While both parties are left with good
feelings and believing they have done something worthy of praise, Eliza and those like her are
left in limbo. Broad social changes are needed to really improve the lives of flower girls and
other slum dwellers. Shaw demonstrates that while theatre can be a force for change, the real
work must start once the audience leaves their seats.
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